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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR SHARING AND NETWORKING IN

LEARNING SYSTEMS

BACKGROUND

Learning management (including course material management) systems allow for

instructors and students to interact and improve the learning experience and efficiency.

Instructors are able to post course materials (i.e., handouts, notes, homework questions,

solutions, exams, grading, etc.) and enrolled students can access and view relevant materials.

The existing systems are coordinated and offered through the educational institutions.

Once a user is no longer affiliated with the institution (e.g., a teacher is no longer employed by

the institution or a student is graduated), the user cannot continue interacting with the system.

Furthermore, users not directly affiliated (or authorized) by the institution cannot access the

system. The educational institutions acquire students to be accepted and registered with an

institution in order for them to be able to use the online e-learning systems. For instance a

student can have access to the e-learning system of a college only if he/she is a student of that

college and also registered in a course. Even when a student is registered with a college and in a

course and has access to the college e-learning system, the only instructors and courses the

student can see, are the ones he/she is registered for.

Also, if a student is enrolled in several colleges, he/she would need different usernames

and passwords to login to the e-learning system for each college. Unregistered individuals cannot

have access to the system at all. Furthermore, in the existing e-learning systems students' access

to the system is limited to a finite amount of time; e.g., three months after their courses end, or

after graduation. Current e-learning systems are either affiliated to an institution or limited to

specific subjects (e.g., cooking courses) or functionalities (e.g., providing ratings on instructors).

As a result these systems do not have comprehensive databases on students, instructors, courses,

materials, assignments, projects, job postings, career opportunities all in one place. Because of

this shortcoming, current systems cannot provide statistical analysis and reports on educational

issues using the necessary database.

The existing online learning system that are not affiliated with any institution do not

work with degree awarding educational institutions such as schools, colleges and universities.
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These systems do not offer any procedures or techniques to explain any relation or handshaking

with educational institutions. There existing systems do not utilize and connect database

stmctures for instructors, students, administrators, grant administrators, courses, materials,

software packages, reviews, rankings, employees and job listings from different institutions in

one place.
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BRIEF SUMMARY

Some embodiments of the present invention provide an online educational system which

is operated (e.g., hosted, maintained) independent of the educational institutions. Users with

different functionalities regardless of their affiliation with any institution sign up with the system

and conduct their tasks. Users can have affiliations with multiple institutions, e.g., a student user

can be registered in multiple courses offered in two different colleges. The student user uses the

same account to access all his/her courses. Another example is an instructor user who teaches in

two different institutions and still a his/her information and data are under one account in the

system. In some embodiments of the invention, when users sign up with the disclosed system the

users have access to a the available database including instructors, courses, materials, reviews,

etc. The system uses an accessibility matrix to enable the users to manage the accessibility of

their information. The users only need one usemame and password to sign in to the system. The

users have access and can view all the courses they have taken at different years with different

instructors in one place, under one account. All educational and career history of a user are

stored and managed under one account.

Some embodiments do not require affiliation to join but provide mechanisms to add

affiliations with one or more institutions if a user wishes to do so. For instance, a user first

creates an account without any affiliations; the user then adds affiliation for hin self erseif or for

another user or for an offered course when (i) for course affiliation, a user creates a course under

his/her account and assigns an affiliation to that course, however that affiliation only takes effect

once confirmed by the administrator user for that institution; some embodiments allow a course

to be affiliated with multiple institutions at the same time; some embodiments allow an affiliated

course also be offered as unaffiliated course to users wishing to take the course without

affiliation from any institutions (ii) the user is an instructor and is asked by an institution

administrator to make that course affiliated to an institution (either exclusively or non

exclusive!}'), (iii) a student or instructor user chooses to affiliate himself/herself explicitly to an

institution, (iv) the system tracks the courses enrolled in by the student user and assumes

affiliation between the user and all those institutions that the courses are affiliated with, (v) the

user is a student and receives a request from institution administrator to grant request to either

student's results in a particular course or the whole student account, (vi) the user is institution or

grant administrator and either asks individual instructors or individual students for access
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authorization to affiliated courses, and (vii) the user is an instructor (unaffiliated with the

institution) and adds or offers a course an signs up affiliated students to his/her course as a

credit course towards those students' degrees (this is applicable, e.g., when degree-awarding

institutions outsource offering and management of some courses to an outside instructor).

The preceding Sum ary is intended to serve as a brief introduction to some embodiments

of the invention. It is not meant to be an introduction or overview of all inventive subject matter

disclosed in this document. The Detailed Description that follows and the Drawings that are

referred to in the Detailed Description will further describe the embodiments described in the

Summary as well as other embodiments. Accordingly, to understand all the embodiments

described by this document, a full review of the Summary, Detailed Description and the

Drawings is needed. Moreover, the claimed subject matters are not to be limited by the

illustrative details in the Summary, Detailed Description and the Drawing, but rather are to be

defined by the appended claims, because the claimed subject matters can be embodied in other

specific forms without departing from the spirit of the subject matters.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The novel features of the invention are set forth in the appended claims. However, for

purpose of explanation, several embodiments of the invention are set forth in the following

figures.

Figure 1 conceptually iliustrates a sign up page in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 2 conceptually illustrates an exemplary registration page in some embodiments of

the invention.

Figure 3 conceptually iliustrates an example of a page displayed on a user electronic

device to allow a registered user to add different functionalities in some embodiments of the

invention.

Figure 4 conceptually illustrates examples of different functions that a user with student

functionality can perform in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 5 conceptually illustrates the actions the student can perform after a course is

selected from the list of ongoing courses in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 6 conceptually illustrates examples of the actions that a student can perform when

the student selects a course from the list of the closed courses in Figure 4.

Figure 7 conceptua y illustrates a user interface that is provided in some embodiments

of the invention after a student selects a link to request enrollment.

Figure 8 conceptually illustrates a process in some embodiments of the invention for

registering and providing services to a user who wishes to act as a student and signs up in

courses.

Fig re 9 conceptually illustrates a user interface for signing up a student in a course in

some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 10 conceptually illustrates examples of different functions that a user with

instructor functionality performs in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure I I conceptually iliustrates the actions the instructor can perform after a course is

selected from the list of ongoing courses.

Figure 12 conceptually illustrates the actions the instructor can perform after a course is

selected from the list of closed courses.

Figure 13 conceptually illustrates a user interface for performing assessments

management in some embodiments of the invention.
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Figure 4 conceptually illustrates a user interface for managing student enrollments and

accesses in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure conceptually illustrates a user interface for material distribution and publishing

in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure conceptually illustrates a process for registering and providing services to a

user who wishes to act as an administrator or wishes to add administrator as an additional role.

Figure 17 conceptually illustrates a process for adding parent functionality and getting

access permission to a student information in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 18 conceptually illustrates a process for affiliating a course to one or more

institutions in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 9 conceptually illustrates a process for affiliating one or more courses with a

particular insti tution in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 2Θ conceptually illustrates a process for affiliating one or more users with a

particular institution in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 21 conceptually illustrates a process for gaining access to a user information by

another user.

Figure 22 conceptually illustrates a process for automatically identifying affiliations in

some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 23 conceptually illustrates a user interface for accessing the published material in

some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 24 conceptually illustrates a user interface that is provided whe a user selects the

link to perform customized searches in some embodiments.

Figure 25 conceptually illustrates a user interface that is provided for viewing course

material reviews and ratings in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 26 conceptually illustrates a process for a user to publish course material to users

outside a class in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 27 conceptually illustrates a process for a user to purchase content in some

embodiments of the invention.

Figure 28 conceptually illustrates a process for creating wish-lists and necessary-lists in

some embodiments of the in vention.
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Figure 29 conceptually illustrates a process for sharing, using, or re-using content by

instructors in some embodiments of the v

Figure 30 conceptually illustrates a process for creating content with multiple owners in

some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 31 conceptual ly illustrates a process for providing access to concent for a user in

some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 32 conceptually illustrates a process for identifying similar and correlated items,

providing suggestions, and performing searches based on the similarities and correlations.

Figure 33 conceptual ly illustrates a process for providing specialized ranking and rating

in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 34 conceptually illustrates a example of the flow for rating assessment of a

content item in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 35 conceptually illustrates an example of how the interconnections between

courses and job postings are used to improve course and instructor assessment accuracy in some

embodiments of the invention.

Figure 36 conceptually illustrates specialized networking features of some embodiments.

Figure 37 conceptually illustrates a process for providing specialized networks in some

embodiments of the invention.

Figure 38 conceptually illustrates a user interface for providing functionalities specific to

employers in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 39 conceptually illustrates a process for linking career and professional

information with educational profiles in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 40 shows several examples of the software tools that are provided in some

embodiments of the invention.

Figure 4 1 conceptually illustrates an electronic system with which some embodiments of

the invention are implemented.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

n the following detailed description of the invention, numerous details, examples, and

embodiments of the invention are set forth and described. However, it will be clear and apparent

to one skilled in the ar that the invention is not limited to the embodiments set forth and that the

invention may be practiced without some of the specific details and examples discussed.

Ϊ . OVERVIEW

Some embodiments provide new database structures, features, and capabilities as well as

new user roles and functionalities to improve the effectiveness of learning systems and to take

the learning experience to new levels of interactivity and to enable new learning domains beyond

the instructional environments associated with traditional schooling in schools, colleges, and

universities. Some embodiments provide new networking and interaction capabilities among

ordinary users, students, instructors, administrators, funding agencies, publishers, software

vendors, and prospective employers, etc. Some embodiments provide statistical analysis and

comparative studies utilizing the sophisticated and comprehensive database structures of the

system.

Some embodiments of the present invention provide an online educational syste which

is operated (e.g., hosted, maintained) independent of the educational institutions. The disclosed

online educational system is sometimes referred to in this specification as "the system" for

brevity. Users with different functionalities regardless of their affiliation with any institution sign

up with the system and conduct their tasks. Users can have affiliations with multiple institutions,

e.g., a student user can be registered in multiple courses offered in two different colleges. The

student user uses the same account to access all his/her courses. Another example is an instructor

user who teaches in two different institutions and still all his/her information and data are under

one account in the system. In some embodiments of the invention, when users sign up with the

disclosed system the users have access to all the available database including instructors,

courses, materials, reviews, etc. The system uses an accessibility matrix to enable the users to

manage the accessibility of their information. The users only need one username and password to

sign in to the system. The users have access and can view all the courses they have taken at

different years with different instructors in one place, under one account. All educational and

career history of a user are stored and managed under one account.
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The functionality and management of the disclosed embodiments are separated and

independent from any institution such that users can register with the system and create accounts

regardless of their educational affiliations. However, the embodiments of the invention have the

intelligence and the technology to connect and affiliate the users, courses and materials with

those institutions whenever needed. Some embodiments also communicate with different

educational institutions in order to exchange grades and evaluations.

In the existing prior art online (or e-learning) systems, students' access to the system is

limited to a finite amount of time; e.g., three months after their courses end, or after graduation.

However, in some embodiments of the present invention the users continue interacting with the

system (and other system users through the provided networking tools) even after their

enrollment e ds with the educational institutions. The users have access to all the old courses,

their materials, notes, grades, instructors' information and in general all their past educational

and career activities. In addition to student and instructor users, some embodiments of the

invention provide and support several additional functionalities and user types such as

administrators, employers, publishers, software vendors, etc. Some embodiments provide

specialized networking tools an integrated features to enable an improve interactions among

ail user types and functionalities.

Some embodiments provide an educational and learning management system that is not-

managed or hosted by individual educational institutions. Instead, the educational and learning

management system is utilized as a platform to conduct educational and professional interactions

in the context of education centric networking. The need for any link to school database or any

electronic handshaking with school database is eliminated for users who wish to use the system

as unaffiliated users. Although the system eliminates all the needs for any affiliation with any

institution in order to join and use the system, some embodiments provide the users (e.g.,

instructors) with the interface and electronic handshaking when a connection with an institution

is desired. For instance, some embodiments provide an interface for instructors who wish to send

the students' grades to an institution electronically. Although the system eliminates the need for

affiliation in order to sign up and use the system as a user, the system provides tools and

capabilities to exploit affiliations data when available for improved service and operation. These

embodiments, register instructors and students without a need to have any link or electronic

exchange with any universities software and database.
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In the disclosed embodiments, a student user has access to much more information

(content, courses, assessment results, reviews/ratings, customized suggestions, and customized

networking/interactions with many different user roles such as instructors, employers, software

vendors, publishers, etc., from multiple institutions as well as independent sources) than prior art

systems. For instance, in some embodiments a student who is not registered in a course still can

view: the course description, the instructor who is teaching it this semester and instructors who

have taught the course before, the books assigned to the course, reviews and ratings of the books,

the notes and other materials used in the course and their ratings (in order to have access to the

content of the material the student might need a permission from the material creator/instructor),

a list of assignments and projects (the student cannot have access to the content until the student

is registered in the course but the list shows what is covered in the course), ratings and reviews

of the course, ratings and reviews of the instructor, any similar course taught in different

institutions, list of job postings which have listed this course as their requirements, etc.

Some embodiments disclose an online learning management and networking system

where: (i) students and instructors sign up and create accounts to manage their course materials,

learning tools, and course grading independent of their affiliated institutions (e.g., managed,

maintamed, and hosted by the disclosed system) (ii) the disclosed system is utilized by different

users with no coordination with respective educational institutions, (iii) in some embodiments,

course enrollment is performed only with mutual interaction of instructor user and prospective

student user, (iv) a student user requests the instructor of a course to submit a performance

review/eva luation to the student's account (including grades and rankings), (v) the instructor

configures the access by other users (enrolled and others) to his/her course material, (vi) the

instructor user utilizes the systems' tools and network of users to publish and distribute the

course material (e.g., course notes) among other users for free or for a fee, (vii) published course

materials and notes are rated/evaluated by other student/instructor users based different criteria,

(viii) students and instructor users form networks among themselves and conduct networking

tasks by utilizing the educational information elements associated with a user's account.

Ail course information (course material, notes, grades, reviews, etc.) for student and

instructor users are stored under the user's account created in some embodiments. A student user

who is enrolling for a new course affiliated with a y institution, uses the same account (e.g., the

same username and password on the disclosed online learning system) to enroll in new courses.
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An instructor user who is offering a new course at any institution uses the same account (e.g. the

same username and password on the disclosed online learning system) to offer and manage new

courses. When users move from one institution to another, the users maintain the same account

and access privileges in the disclosed online learning system. The online learning system and the

associated software and databases are maintained, operated, and hosted on servers not affiliated

with the educational institutions.

For course enrollment a student user sends a request for enrollment in a course to the

instructor through the system. The instructor user then reviews and either confirms or rejects the

enrollment request. The instructor can search for a student's account in the system and add the

student to list of enrolled users. The instructor can add/remove/modify the list of enrolled

students.

An instructor in some embodiments programs and configures the list of users (enrolled

and others) who can have access to his/her past and current offered courses' material. An

instructor can create sub-groups with access privilege to certain course material. For instance, an

instructor can allow all students enrolled in certain courses to have access to his/her course

material. An instructor can give full public access (i.e., to every registered user of the online

learning system) to some his/her course material without requiring enrollment.

Some embodiments provide tools to request and/or gather reviews/comments/evaluations

on a student's performance (by his/her instructors) or on an instructor's performance (by his/her

students). These reviews are stored and are shared with other member types per account holder's

authorization.

An instructor account in some embodiments publishes and/or distributes his/her course

material utilizing the network of users of the online learning system. Such materials include

course notes, book chapters, full text books, exam samples/solutions, software sample,

video/audio clips, handouts, homework questions, solutions, examinations, etc. For-fee materials

are published and offered based on per-item use or a flat-rate fixed monthly charge to access a

set of material in some embodiments.

The disclosed system allows for rating and assessment of material by registered users (the

users who have access to any material). The evaluations are linked and stored in association with

the educational profile of the users placing the ratings.
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The disclosed system allows for viewing and filtering of evaluation results (for available

course material) based on different criteria, including assessments based onl on reviews by

instructor users, enrolled students in the course, all users, students from certain institutions,

students with grades above a limit, student users in a certain percentile of their classes, etc

Some embodiments provide material management and networking among users by

exploiting users' educational profiles for improved networking capabilities and features. For a

student user, this includes institutions attended, courses taken, course outcomes. For an instructor

user, this includes institutions affiliated with, courses taught, published course material. The

links between student and instructor users are utilized to improve the quality and usefulness of

networking (social or professional) among users. The networking features include: (i) search

capabilities for screening or finding users based on their educational profile, educational /history,

or commonality between educational profiles, (ii) special networking among the participants of a

course (e.g., enrolled students and the instructors), (iii) special networking capability among

student users enrol led in similar courses offered by different instructors/institutions, (iv) special

networking capability based on profiles/histories and/or commonalities between educational

profiles, and (v) "special networking" including highlighted instant messaging through the

system, highlighted email messages, ability to exchange course material, and hold online

discussions.

In addition to student and instructor types, the disclosed system supports and enables

different user types and functionalities including: "institution administrator", "grant

administrator", "employer", "publisher", "software vendor", "advertiser", "parent", and

"admission officer". Different account types functionalities can coexist under a single login

account or can exist under separate login account.

Some embodiments support "institution administrator" and "grant administrator"

functionalities where an "administrator" user sends requests to instructor users affiliated with the

institution or who are offering courses while affiliated with the institution. For instance, a "grant

administrator" user in some embodiments sends requests to affiliated instructor or student users

(who have received grants, awards, funding) to gain access to certain data including enrollment

statistics, assessment results, and course outcome. Once a request by an "administrator" user is

accepted by the instructors, the "administrator" user gains access to certain information related to

an affiliated instructor/course including: (i) instructor's ratings/reviews by enrolled students, (ii)
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course outcome assessments by students (different assessment platforms). Similarly, the request

for affiliation ca be initiated by the instructors. "Administrator" users can

create/port/implement/conduct new set of assessment platforms and questioners for an affiliated

course by submitting them to enrolled students and observing the outcome (in addition to

standard assessment platform).

Assessment platforms/questionnaires are developed and conducted by the "instructor"

users, "institution adm strator" users, "grants administrator" users, or are ported or copied from

other similar or correlated courses offered by other instructors or institutions (as independent

unbiased assessment). Some embodiments provide assessment analysis tools such as (i)

performance tracking of an instructor over time and from course to course, (ii) comparison of an

instructor's performance against other instructors with comparable offered courses, (iii)

performance evaluation based on different assessment platforms, (iv) assessment based on course

outcome and grades for different percentiles of enrolled students (top 10% of students, bottom

0% of students, etc.), (v) filter and categorize review and ratings assessment outcome based on

rating students' course performance and history. Some embodiment allow for saving, storing,

sharing, and emailing of the reports as authorized by effective permissions. The "administrator"

user sees a list of all affiliated courses under his/her account. He/she can modify the list by

sending requests to affiliated instructors. The "administrator" user can run comparative analysis

among the affiliated courses and create cumulative and interdependent performance reports using

the data from all affiliated instructors/courses.

The disclosed system maintains a history of student and instructor users' activities. For

student users this history log includes the following information related to all past and current

enrolled courses: course materials, affiliated institutions, grades, rankings, reviews and feedback

by instructors. For instructor users this history log includes the following information related to

all past and current offered courses: course materials, affiliated institutions, student reviews,

assessments, course outcome, ratings of individual course notes. Users have full control on

accessibility of their history information elements. The users configure the authorized users and

determine the level and set of information available to other users.

Some embodiments provide data-mining and statistical analysis tools to apply on

information elements related to a set of student and instructor users. Data-mining and statistical

analysis tools cover features such as: (i) analyzing and categorizing users' profiles in terms of
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courses taken, technical expertise, skills, grades, rankings, potential future interests in courses

and technical-notes, network of linked users, professional and educational trends of other users

with common technical profiles, (ii) data-mining of reviews, assessments, ratings of all materials

and instructors by other users to extract patterns and trends, and (iii) data-mining and pattern

extraction of educational and professional moves by users of similar background/profile.

Some embodiments provide a customizable Application Programming Interface (API)

where final grades and list of enrolled students are exchanged (submitted) with the

database/servers of the corresponding educational institutions.

Some embodiments utilize methods for identifying and matching similar or relevant

courses and course notes. This is done by calculating and updating "correlation matrices"

showing the similarity and degree of correlation for material-to-course and material -to-material

combinations. The disclosed system allows users to search, identify, and tag and link other

course materials as relevant and suitable items for an enrolled course. The tagging information

(identified a d entered by users) is utilized by the system to improve the accuracy of "correlation

matrices". This is then used to improve the accuracy of course material searching and

suggestions.

Some embodiments provide customized search capability that is tuned towards the user's

profile and history. Some embodiments provide suggestions to users (students or instructors) on

potential helpful course materials that may help/interest them based on analyzing their

educational profiles and history.

Some embodiments implement an account functionality/type referred to as "employer".

This functionality is deployed by recruiters and prospective employers of students and

instructors. This includes: posting job requirements, delivering job postings to relevant targeted

users based on their educational profiles, utilizing the system databases and links to assess the

quality of potential candidates.

Some embodiments provide job requirement matching capability based on users'

professional and educational profiles and history. This matching includes: (i) associating a job

posting requirements with technical background/expertise in terms of courses taken, level of

success in certain courses, evaluations/assessments, (ii) associating a job posting requirements

with level of success in certain independent examination tests administered by the disclosed

system, and (iii) associating a job requirement matching based on similarity and correlation of a
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user's technical and professional background against those of some "reference" users. Based on

level of a job requirement matching, a job posting is delivered to targeted qualified users

(potential candidates) and the prospective employer is notified of the level of matching of each

candidate based on all above analysis.

Some embodiments allow an employer to create detailed job posting requirements based

on courses taken, grades and rankings, assessment by certain instructors, and desired technical

skills (which are then mapped and translated to a list of courses). The employers provide

feedback to the system on their assessment of their past hires through the disclosed system (level

of satisfaction) to enable the system to improve future matches or suggestions. The disclosed

system analyses job postings and trends by employers (and their technical requirements) to

provide feedback to student users to adjust an optimize their educational direction and profile

(e.g., to suggest courses, technical skills, extension courses, etc.). Different fee charging models

are supported and offered to prospective employers for allowing them to utilize the system for

delivering job posting and targeting and attracting relevant candidates. An employer can add

or define job posting requirements based on grading (level of success, ranking, etc.) of students

in certain courses. These courses can be either institutional courses or exam-type courses.

Some embodiments provide an account functionality for software vendors and developers

for: (i) presenting and marketing their software tools and features to relevant and targeted users

and (ii) allowing selected set of users (e.g., enrolled in certain courses) to access and run vendor

software remotely (for free or discounted price) on local or remote servers. The system allows

for users to store their source codes under their login accounts with the system. Software vendors

can offer free access to students that are enrolled in certain relevant courses for the duration of

those courses. Alternatively, software vendors can give limited access to students to only run

sample source codes provided by instructors. Fee based access can be offered to students over

periods of month, semester, year, etc. The disclosed system allows for linking vendor software

access to job posting requirements. A software vendor can allow users to access, practice, and

train for using a software tool in connection to a job posting requirement. The disclosed system

enables software vendors to create training courses (for their tools) along with course notes,

exams, grading and mutual assessments. These training courses are then associated and linked to

other courses offered by institutional instructors.
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Some embodiments provide a payment processing and delivery tool between content

consumers (e.g., a student user) and content providers (e.g., an instructor user, publishing

company, software vendors, etc.). Payment scenarios supported includes per-item charging or

flat-monthly charging.

Some embodiments provide different access permission configurations including: (i)

permissions to enrolled student users by an instructor user to access course materials, (ii)

permissions to "institution" or "grant administrator" users by affiliated instructor users to access

evaluation/assessment/outcome data, (iii) customizable permissions to published items (e.g., only

students enrolled in courses math 101 and algebra 101 are given access to math 201 course

material by its instructor), (iv) permissions by a student user to another user (e.g., prospective

employers, admissions offices, research advisors) to access his/her academic history (e.g.,

courses taken, grades, rankings, evaluations/comments by instructors), (v) permissions by an

instructor user to another user (e.g., prospective students, prospective hiring schools) to access

his/her academic history (e.g., courses offered, course material, rankings/ratings, assessments,

course outcomes, evaluation and comments by students), and (vi) customizable permissions by

software vendors to allows users to access and run their software offerings (e.g., give special

permissions to users in certain geographical regions or students enrolled in certain courses).

The disclosed system can be utilized for different categories of educational institutions

(e.g., K-12, high-school, college, medical schools, graduate schools, specialized schools, training

schools, company sponsored training courses, extension programs, etc.).

The disclosed system enables independent instructors (with no institutional affiliation) to

create courses, market their courses, enroll students, hold exams, and provide grading and

feedbacks.

"Publisher" users in some embodiments market and distribute their textbooks and

textbook chapters by matching/associating them with offered courses. Ratings by users and

recommendations by instructors are collected to rate and evaluate textbooks and textbook

chapters.

An instructor can create a course in some embodiments that only includes evaluation

exam and grading. Such courses are intended primarily for evaluating students in a specific topic

and providing grading, evaluation, ranking to the students. Students consequently share the

outcome with prospective instructors, employers, schools.
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Some embodiments include advertisement and discount matching and delivery system

where: (i) users' educational profiles are analyzed for targeted advertisement and discounting

(including: institutions enrolled with, courses taken, educational focus, background, academic

field), and (ii) software tools and other products (e.g., computers) linked/associated to courses by

instructors/vendors as required/desired items for courses are advertised and marketed to

matching enrolled students.

ACCOUNT CREATION AND ACCESSING THE LEARNING SERVICES

Users with one or more roles such as student, instructor, vendor, etc., sign up and use the

learning services in some embodiments of the invention without a need to be affiliated with any

institutions. This is i contrast with prior art e-learning systems affiliated with educational

institutions such as high schools, colleges and universities which require students to be accepted

and registered with a particular institution in order to have access to the particular school's e-

learaing system.

n some embodiments, a user signs up and creates an account with the system. As part of

the sign up process, the user selects a unique useraame and password to access his/her account

The account creation and maintenance is performed independent of any institutions that the user

might be affiliated with. For instance, when a user logins to his/her account with the disclosed

system, the system allows the user to access all course materials related to his/her past and

current courses. When the user moves from an institution to another one, he/she can choose to

maintain the same account and access privileges.

Some embodiments provide an online or web interface for interacting with users. The

web interface in some embodiments is provided by one or more servers accessible to users

through a network such as the Internet. Users utilize their electronic devices (such as computers,

tablets, smart phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), etc.) and utilize browsers or other

software applications to access the web interface. In the following sections, several examples of

web pages are described that enable the users to access and utilize the services of different

embodiments of the invention. A person of ordinary skill in the art would realize that the

invention is not limited to the specific details given in these examples.

Fig e I conceptually illustrates a sign up page 100 in some embodiments of the

invention. This is a page that is displayed on a user's electronic device after the user accesses a

web address associated with the e-learning system of some embodiments. As shown, existing
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users are required to enter their unique user name 105 and password 110 to access the system.

Other embodiments allow other methods of user authentication such as the use of biometrics

readers or electronic password identification generators. As shown, a user that is not a registered

member is invited to create an account by selecting a button 15.

Figure 2 conceptually illustrates an exemplary registration page 200 in some

embodiments of the invention. As shown, a new user is simply required to select a unique user

name 205 and password 210, enter some personal information such as name, address, email,

phone number, gender, birthday, etc., and select button 215 in order to register with the system.

Additional information such as language preference, a visual code to ensure a human is creating

the account, etc., are required in some embodiments to facilitate creation of the account.

Once a user registers for the first time or logs in as an existing user, the user is provided

with tools to add different functionalities in the system. Figure 3 conceptually illustrates an

example of page 300 displayed on a user electronic device that allows a registered user to add

different functionalities. The user interface shown in Figure 3 illustrates instructor 305, student

310, institution administrator 315, grant administrator 320, admission officer 325, employer 330,

publisher 335, advertiser 340, software developer/vendor 345, and parent 350 functionalities as

examples of functionalities that a user can add to his/her account profile. In some embodiments,

a registered user can add several different functionalities. For instance, the same user can have

instructor and student functionalities. Since the system stores selected user functionalities, some

embodiments o ly display the functionalities that a user has not yet added to his/her profile.

Other embodiments display all possible functionalities and allow the user to remove an existing

functionality.

Some embodiments include and maintain a database of all educational institutions (with

sub-divisions within an institution (for example Physics Department of USC). In some

embodiments when a user signs up with the system, as part of profile creation process, he/she

can enter an affiliation or group of affiliations. The user can change this affiliation over time as

needed. In the case of instructor functionality, the user can assign affi liation separately for each

course being created. If an instructor user adds multiple courses with different affiliation, the

user is then affiliated with multiple institutions for that period of time. Furthermore, when the

user is not affiliated with any institution the user can choose "non-affi Hated" status. This status is

used when a user wants to offer a course through the system as an "independent instructor".
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Users are given the option to display or hide their affiliation in their profiles. In some

embodiments, the system tracks users' affiliations and automatically extracts and utilizes the

affiliation data for improved operation and interaction amongst users.

Some embodiments do not require affiliation to join but provide mechanisms to add

affiliations with one or more institutions if a user wishes to do so. For instance, a user first

creates an account without any affiliations; the user then adds affiliation for himself/herself or for

another user or for an offered course when (i) for course affiliation, a user creates a course under

his/her account and assigns an affiliation to that course, however that affiliation only takes effect

once confirmed by the administrator user for that institution; some embodiments allow a course

to be affiliated with multiple institutions at the same time; some embodiments allow an affiliated

course also be offered as unaffiliated course to users wishing to take the course without

affiliation from any institutions (ii) the user is an instructor and is asked by an institution

administrator to make that course affiliated to an institution (either exclusively or non

exclusive y ) , (iii) a student or instructor user chooses to affiliate himself/herself explicitly to an

institution, (iv) the system tracks the courses enrolled in by the student user and assumes

affiliation between the user ar d all those institutions that the courses are affiliated with, (v) the

user is a student and receives a request from institution administrator to grant request to either

student's results in a particular course or the whole student account, (vi) the user is institution or

grant administrator and either asks individual instructors or individual students for access

authorization to affiliated courses, and (vii) the user is an instructor (unaffiliated with the

institution) and adds or offers a course and signs up affiliated students to his/her course as a

credit course towards those students' degrees (this is applicable, e.g., when degree-awarding

institutions outsource offering and management of some courses to an outside instructor). These

and other scenarios are described by reference to Figures 18-22 below.

Some embodiments provide the users with several different types of signing up for a

course: as enrolled student user, as auditing student user, and as observing user. The instructor

configures the level of access for each type. For instance: (i) enrolled students get access to fu ll

course material. The emails and messages from an enrolled student user get highlighted in

instructor's mailbox. Enrolled students get theirs homework, projects, exams graded and receive

a final grade and certification for the course, (ii) auditing students get access to course notes, but

may not access homework solutions or submit their homework. An auditing student gets limited
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interaction privileges with the instructor as configured by the instructor, and (iii) observing

students only get access to course notes with limited or no interactions with the instructor.

A. Different User oles

1. Student role

A user who wishes to be a student, registers and creates an account with the system (e.g.,

by using steps described by reference to Figures 1 and 2). As part of the sign up process, the

student selects a unique username and password to access his/her account with the system. Once

the user is registered, the user can add student functionality (e.g., by the user selects functionality

3 0 in Figure 3). In some embodiments, the account creation and interaction with the system is

performed independent of the institution that the student might be currently enrolled with.

When a student logs into his/her existing account wit the disclosed system, the system

allows the student to access all course materials related to his/her past and current enrolled

classes. Since the system is not affiliated with any institution, when a student moves from an

institution to another, the student can choose to maintain the same account and access privileges.

Once the user adds student functionality, the user is provided with a set of functions to

perform in student role. Figure 4 conceptually illustrates examples of different functions that a

user with student functionality performs in some embodiments of the invention. As shown, the

user is provided with a list 405 of the ongoing courses that the user has signed up with. In this

example, the ongoing courses are math 10 and chemistry 20 . The student also has access to the

closed courses 410 which the student had taken before. In this example, the closed courses are

chemistry 0 1 and 102. The student also ca request to enroll in new courses by following the

link 415. The student can search for other users such as instructors, students, employers,

advertisers, etc., by following link 420 and send them connection request. In this way, student

user creates networking links with other users regardless of their user type and affiliations. The

student searches for materials, homework, assignments, projects, any merchandise offered by

vendors, etc., by following link 425. The student can search for reviews, rankings, statistical

analysis, and reports b fol lowing link 430. The student can also search for jobs by following the

link 43 or to request for admission from one or more institutions by following link 440.

Figure 5 conceptually illustrates the actions the student can perform after math 101 is

selected from the list of ongoing courses 405. As shown, several links 505-545 respectively

allow the student to access the course materi al interact with the instructor and other students
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taking math 10 , assess the instructor, assess the course and notes, remotely access available

software tools, search for relevant material, view suggested material an saved items, an request

assessment and review from the instructor.

At the end of a course, a student can request the instructor (e.g., by selecting link 540) to

submit a performance review, evaluation, and/or recommendation to the student's account. This

review can include student's grades and rankings in the course. The system would then store

those reviews and disclose them to any other account holder in the future per student's request

and authorization. The user is provided with the option (e.g., by selecting link 545) to determine

whether the results of the course or the instructor's assessments, reviews, recommendations, etc.,

are to be visible to everyone, to one or more groups of users, to users who meet certain criteria,

or one or more particular users n contrast to prior art systems, the embodiments of the present

invention gather all grades, rankings, and reviews of a student from different courses taken in

affiliation with different institutions in one place. The student user cannot change the grades,

rankings, and the content of the reviews and evaluations. However, the student controls the

visibility of this information.

Similarly, selecting a closed course displays a list of actions that the student can perform .

Figure 6 conceptually illustrates examples of the actions that a student can perform when the

student selects chemistry 102 from the list 410 of the closed courses in Figure 4 . As shown,

several links 605-630 respectively allow the student to access the course material, interact with

the instructor an other students that had taken chemistry 102 at that time (the user can network,

interact, email to old classmates through this feature), assess the instructor, assess the course and

notes, and request assessment, review, and/or recommendation from the instructor. The user can

determine (e.g., by selecting link 630) whether the results of the course or the instructor's

assessments, reviews, recommendations, etc. are to be visible to everyone, to one or more groups

of users, to users who meet certain criteria, or one or more particular users.

Also if the student had enrolled i the course many years ago, some embodiments enable

the student to still send a request to the instructor to ask for access to the latest and updated

material. For instance, a student user enrolled in a course many years ago (e.g., five, ten, or

more), automatically maintains full access to all course material as it was during the enrollment

for as long as the user is registered and active with the system. However, if the same course is

offered by the same instructor now (e.g. five years later), the student user is given the option to
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request to gain access to the latest content (notes, homework, etc.). The instructor receives the

request an decides whether to approve or reject the request. If approved, the student user sees

two sections or tabs under the course that he/she took five years ago. One tab contains the full

course material and content snapshot as it was five years ago (archived course notes, homework

and solutions, project, forum discussions, and all student user's electronic submissions of

homework and project returns). Another tab contains the course material as is in the latest

offering of the course (notes, homework assignments, and homework solutions; but obviously

without any homework submissions since the student is not enrolled in the latest offering of the

course). The "common root" concept described further be!ovv is utilized as well for the

implementation of this feature. If a student took a course five years ago, the student can still

submit a request to have access to latest content of courses with "common root". Since

information about the student is saved, some embodiments do not display links 615-625 once the

student has performed those operations.

Figure 7 conceptually illustrates a user interface that is provided i some embodiments

of the invention after a student selects link 415 to request enrollment. As shown, the user can

enter several search criteria 705-715 such as course title, instructor name, course instructor

assessment results, course material assessment results, etc. A search is performed once the search

button 720 is selected. Once the student identifies a desired course, the student ca register in the

course as described in further detail below.

F g r e 8 conceptually illustrates a process 800 for registering and providing services to a

user who wishes to act as a student and enroll in courses in some embodiments of the invention.

As shown, the process determines (at 805) whether the user has an existing account (e.g., as

described by reference to Figure 1). When the user already has an account, the process proceeds

to 815 which is described below. Otherwise, the process creates (at 810) a new account for the

user based on a unique user name and a password selected by the user (e.g., as described by

reference to Figure 2).

Next, the process logs in (at 8 15) the user. The process then adds (at 820) student

functionality to the user account (e.g., as described by reference to Figure 3). For a user that has

previously added the student functionality, the process in some embodiments skips operation

820.
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The process then determines (at 825) whether the user wants to sign up i a course. When

the user does not want to sign up in a course, the process proceeds to 865 whic is described

below. Otherwise, the process determines (at 830) whether the user wants to internally request

course enrollment from an instructor. If not, the process proceeds to 835 which is described

beiow. Otherwise, the process in some embodiments assists the user to selects courses and

instructors that the user wants to enroll. As shown the process receives (at 840) search criteria

(e.g., through a user interface such as the interface described by reference to Figure 7) for course

and/or instructors that the student wants to enroll. The process then searches the system

databases and provides (at 845) search results to the user based on the received criteria.

A student user has several options for signing up in a course in some embodiments.

Figure 9 conceptually illustrates a user interface for adding a student to a class in some

embodiments of the invention. As shown, once the user identifies a course to register (in this

example, American history 201 for spring 2012), the student is given several options for signing

up in the course: as an enrolled student user (link 905), as an auditing student user (link 910), and

as observing student user (link 915). The student selects one of the options and selects button

920 to send a request through the system to the instructor for signing up in the course. Referring

back to Figure 8, the process sends (at 850) a sign up request (e.g., after receiving selection of

button 920) to the instructor to request enrollment to a course selected by the student. The

process then proceeds to 855 which is described below.

When the user decides to directly (i.e., without using the system's internal messaging

mechanisms) contact the instructor, the process in some embodiments provides (at 835)

instructions to the user to directly contact an instructor (e.g., through email) to send an

enrollment request along with other required information such as student's user account

information (e.g., account username), course information, date and time of the course, etc., to

enroll in the course.

Once the instructor receives the request, the instructor configures the level of access for

each type. For instance: ( ) enrolled student get access to full course material. The emails and

messages from an enrolled student user get highlighted in instructor's mailbox. Enrolled students

get theirs homework, proj ects exams graded and receive a final grade and certification for the

course, (ii) auditing students get access to course notes, but may not access homework solutions

or submit their homework. An auditing student gets limited interaction privileges with the
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instructor as configured by the instructor, and (iii) observing students may only get access to

course notes with Limited or no interactions with the instructor.

At 855, process 800 determines whether sign up permission is received from the

instructor. If not, the process proceeds to 825 which was described above. Otherwise, the process

signs up (at 860) the student in the requested course. The process then allows (at 865) access to

material for the registered courses based on an access matrix set by the instructor. The process

then exits.

In some embodiments, instructor student relation has several different levels, each level

has specific grading, material visibility and communication privileges: (i) students that are a

member of an educational institution offering a course and enrolled in that specific course (ii)

students who are taking the course without being enrolled with an affiliated institution, (iii)

auditing students who get access to course notes and either have no access to homeworks or

cannot submit the homeworks, and (iv) observers (described further below) who only want to

access course material. Students can add or audit a course without school intervention by just

getting the instructor's approval. The student submits a request to the instructor. The student

chooses any of the above applicable levels for sign up and the instructor can approve and

designate one of the levels.

As described above, a student has the option to fully enroll, audit, or observe a course.

Each one of these sign up types provides the student with different levels of access to the

instructor and course material. For instance, the observer sign up type is utilized by a person who

only wants to request access or to gain access to materials available publicly through the system.

This observer sign up type has limited functionality. For instance, former students who no longer

are enrolled in any courses can utilize this account type. Similarly, when a user is not enrolled in

a course but wants to access the course material for personal usage and with limited privileges,

he/she signs up as observer to request access to a course and get a limited access to material.

n prior art systems, students usually lose their privileges and access to the system when

they are not registered in a class anymore. However, in some embodiments of the present

invention any individual can create an account (or keep his/her account) and use the system even

if he/she was previously affiliated with an institution when the user was taking courses on the

online learning system but the user is not a student anymore and is no longer affiliated to an

institution. A user can even register in a class (with the instructor's permission) as an observer
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with different access privileges than an enrolled or auditing student. A user student (when

enrolled in a course in the past), can still access his/her account after graduation and access a l

the course material (including reviews) taken in the past. If a user wants to access a course but

never was a student in that course, the user can still request limited access in an observer role.

2. Instructor ro e

Some embodiments allow individual users unaffiliated with any educational institution to

create accounts with instructor functionality. These accounts utilize the same learning

management capabilities as school-affiliated instructors. These accounts are used for various

other courses offered by ordinary individuals and/or non-educational institutions in some

embodiments. The course marketing, offering, material distribution, grading, certification, fee-

collection (if applicable), an evaluation are all managed by the disclosed system in some

embodiments.

A user who wishes to act as an instructor registers and creates an account with the

pro vided system (e.g., by using steps described by reference to Figures 1 and 2). As part of sign

up process, the instructor selects a unique username and password to access his/her account. In

some embodiments, the account creation and maintenance is performed independent of any

institutions that the instructor is affiliated with. Once the user is registered, the user can add

instructor functionality (e.g., by functionality 305 in Figure 3).

When an instructor logins to his/her existing account with the disclosed system, the

instructor can access and manage a ll course materials related to past and current courses taught

in different institutions through the online learning system. When an instructor moves from an

institution to another one, he/she maintains the same account and access privileges. An instructor

can view and have access to his/her past and present students accounts, other instructors,

publishers, software providers and any other user. He/she can utilize the available database to

extract necessary data. For instance an instructor can find the top 1% instructors in his/her field

with outstanding course materials and offer them a cooperation to create an educational package.

Figure 1 conceptually illustrates examples of different functions that a user with

instructor functionality' can perform in some embodiments of the invention. As shown, the user is

provided with a list 1005 of the ongoing courses that the user is teaching. In this example, the

ongoing courses are calculus 301 and algebra 201 . The instructor also has access to the closed

courses 1010 which the instructor had taught before. In this example, the closed courses are
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physics 101 and 102. The instructor also performs assessment management, manages student

enrollment and accesses, submits grades to institutions by using application programming

interfaces (APIs), and performs material distribution and publishing by following links 1015-

1030 respectively.

The instructor can also search for other users such as instructors, students, employers,

advertisers, etc, by following link 1035 and sending them connection request. In this way, the

instructor user creates networking links with other users regardless of their user type and

affiliations. The instructor searches for materials, homework and assignments offered by other

instructors, projects, any merchandise offered by vendors, etc., by following link 1040. The

instructor searches for reviews, rankings, statistical analysis, and reports by following link 1045.

The instructor a so searches for jobs by following the link 1050.

Figure 11 conceptually illustrates the actions the instructor can perform after calculus

301 is selected from the list of ongoing courses 005. As shown, several links 05- 25 allow

the instructor to access the latest course material (link 105), suggest or ink to relevant material

posted by others (link 10), interact with students taking calculus 30 ( ink 1 15), interact with

software vendor users (link 120), or view previous versions of the course material (link 125).

Figure 12 conceptually illustrates the actions the instructor can perform after physics 10

is selected from the list of closed courses 1010. As shown, several links 1205-1225 allow the

instructor to access the latest version of the course material (link 1205), interact with former

students who took physics 101 (link 1210), review student's assessment of the course instructor

(link 1215), review course and notes assessments (link 1220) or view previous versions of the

course material (link 1225).

Figure 13 conceptually illustrates a user interface for performing assessments

management in some embodiments of the invention. As shown, the instructor can interact with

institution administrators and grant administrators. The instructor can allow viewing of ongoing

courses' assessments and outcome, grades distributions, assessment templates filled out by

students, statistical analysis on assessment returns, (link 13 0) or allow viewing of the closed

courses' assessments, grades distributions, assessment templates filled out by students, statistical

analysis on assessment returns (link 1315). The instructor can also utilize a set of assessment

tools 1320. In the example of Figure 13, the instructor can create assessment templates (link
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1325) or import assessment templates, e.g., from other similar courses or from institution or

grant administrators (link 1330).

Figure 4 conceptually illustrates a user interface for managing student enrollments and

accesses in some embodiments of the invention. As shown, the instructor has full control for

adding and removing students from courses taught by the instructor. The instructor selects link

1405 and is able to review the list of users (e.g., enrolled students, auditing students, observers)

currently enrolled in each course taught by the instructor, add new students or observers who

have requested to be registered, remove enrolled users, and change users accesses privileges to

different course materials.

Figure 15 conceptually illustrates a user interface for material distribution and publishing

in some embodiments of the invention. This interface is used by any user such as instructors,

students, publishers who want to publish material. As shown, the user publishes material, e.g.,

for fee or for free (link 1505), views statistics on accesses and purchases as well as material

ratings (link 1510), customizes access permissions (link 1515), or creates or joins multi-owner

educational packages (link 1520) as described further below.

3, Institution administrator ro e

Some embodiments support an "institution administrator" account type. This account

type is utilized by an institution's Dean, a school department's Chairperson, an institution's

manager, institution's director, or school district principal. An institution administrator account

user in some embodiments sends a request to affiliated instructor users to gain access to certain

information related to some of the courses being offered (or that have been offered in the past)

by an instructor. Based on settings by the instructor user, the "administrator" user with proper

access can view: (i) instructor's ratings b student users, (ii) instructor's evaluation/assessment

results. For example, an instructor user can make the course material private and no non-enrolled

user can access the course material. Even in this case, the administrator user can review course

teaching material, (iii) enrolled students' comments on instructor 's performance, (iv) evolution

of course and instructor performance over time, (v) quality of coverage of important concepts

and student progress, (vi) exercise and conduct any predefined/customized "instructor

assessment" by distributing assessment questionnaires to enrolled students and observing the

outcome, and (vii) course material posted b an instructor.
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When an institution administrator logins to his/her account with the system, he/she sees a

list of courses currently offered by instructors affiliated with his/her institution. The list is

created and maintained by sending requests to affiliated instructors by the institution

administrator account user (through the disclosed system) and asking them to authorize the

institution administrator to have administrative access privilege to their courses. Therefore, the

institution administrator user sees the list of courses and can select each course to access

information elements and analysis intended to help with his/her duties as, e.g., institution Dean

or Chairperson.

Besides having access to the instructors' ratings, evaluations and assessments, an

administrator user in some embodiments has access and uses ratings and evaluations of different

courses. By using this data, the administrator user assesses courses offered in his/her institution

and decides on any necessary improvements or change on any course. An administrator user in

some embodiments also has access to the evaluations of courses offered in other institutions (i.e.,

the evaluations that are available to all users, to the particular user, or to all institutional

administrators) and compares them with the courses offered in his/her institution/department. An

administrator user also has access to students' accounts registered in his/her institution (only for

enrolled courses affiliated with that institution) in some embodiments, once the student enrolls

in a course that is affiliated with an institution, that "institution" administrator user automatically

gets access to students data related to that course (i.e., the student cannot restrict access to that

particular course). In other embodiments, even if the student user enrolls in an affiliated course,

the student user still needs to explicitly give access to the "institution" administrator user to

access his/her course data.) He/she can view all the information on students including their

present and past courses, their grades, their rankings, instructors' comments and etc. For

instance, an administrator user who works for a school district can have access to all the

information on the schools on his/her district.

Figure 16 conceptually illustrates a process 1600 for registering and providing services

to a user who wishes to act as an institution administrator or wishes to add institution

administrator as an additional role. As shown, the process determines (at 1605) whether the user

has an existing account (e.g., as described by reference to Figure 1). When the user already has

an account, the process proceeds to 16 15 which is described below. Otherwise, the process
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creates (at 1610) a new account for the user based on a unique user name and a password

selected by the user (e.g., as described by reference to Figure 2).

Next, the process logs in (at 6 5) the user. The process then adds (at 1620) institution

administrator functionality to the user account (e.g., as described by reference to Figure 3) For a

user that has previously added the administrator functionality, the process in some embodiments

skips operation 1620

The process then determines (at 625) whether the user wants to add a course or other

users (such as affiliated instructors or students) to his/her list of administered users and courses

(the administrator user i some embodiments has the option to add an individual course or a

group of courses affiliated with the institution). When an institution administrator adds a course,

the instructor for that course sees the request and still needs to approve that request before the

course is added to institution administrator user's list. The confirmation, therefore, is a two-step

process in some embodiments. When the user does not want to add a course to the list, the

process proceeds to 665 which is described below. Otherwise, the process determines (at 630)

whether the user wants to internally request access permission from an instructor. If not, the

process in some embodiments provides (at 1635) instructions to the user to directly contact an

instructor or student (e.g., through email) to send a request along with other required information

such as institution administrator's user account information (e.g., account username), course

information, name or identification of the institution, type of access, etc., to gain access to course

or user information . The process then proceeds to 1655 which is described be!ow.

The process in some embodiments assists the user to select courses, instructors, and

students that the user wants to add to the list. As shown, the process receives (at 1640) search

criteria (e.g., through a user interface) for course and/or instructors that the institution

administrator wants to add to the institution's administered list. The process then searches the

system databases and provides (at 45) search results to the user based on the received criteria.

The process then sends (at 1650) an access request to a selected user to request addition of

courses taught by a selected instructor user, the addition of a selected instructor user, or the

addition of a selected student user to the institution administered list.

The process then determines (at 1655) whether access permission is received from the

selected user. If not, the process proceeds to 1625 which was described above. Otherwise, the

process adds the approved course or the user to the administered list of the administrator. The
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process then allows (at 1665) access to courses and the users to which the user has access

permission as institution administrator. The process then exits.

n some embodiments, multiple institutions use the disclosed system and the system's

assessment. In these embodiments multiple institutions offer the same course on the disclosed

online learning system. All these institutions use the same platform which is hosted as an

independent website. For the same course, two different institution administrators can ask for

different criteria to evaluate and grade the course. For the same course and the same or different

students, two different administrators can use different criteria to grade and evaluate

performance. Same student can participate in the same course and get different grades from

different institutions. This is implemented by the instructor through defining different grading

rules for the course based on student users' affiliation. For instance, students affiliated with

college C are required a score of 80 to receive a grade A in the course whereas students

affiliated with college C2 are required a score of 90 to receive a grade A in the course. Some

embodiments provide the institution administrators to recommend or enforce assessment

packages over a period of time for affiliated courses.

4, Grant administrator role

Some embodiments support an account type referred to as "grant administrator". This

account is utilized, e.g., by a funding or granting institution or a public or private organization to

evaluate and monitor assessment and outcome of a course that is funded by the funding or

granting institution. This account type gains access to information elements related to evaluation

and assessment of "authorized courses" by sending a request to instructors offering courses

covered by the funding institution (through the system). A grant administrator can also evaluate

and monitor assessments and rating on students and instructors who are using their grants. Some

embodiments utilize a process similar to process 600 described in Figure 16 for registering and

providing services to a user who wishes to act as a grant administrator or wishes to add grant

administrator as an additional role. I these embodiments, the user adds grant administrator

functionality in operation 1620 and the "administered list" in operations 1625, 1640, 1650, and

1660 is the "grant administered" list.

This account role is utilized by granting organizations supporting a student (for a degree,

training, extension course, etc.) or supporting an instructor for teaching to a course (or research

related to a course). In the case of an organization funding a student user, the grant administrator
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user requests to add the funded student user to his/her list. Once acknowledged by the student

user, the grant administrator user sees the funded student i his/her list (along with the grades,

homework returns, project presentations, rankings, comments/reviews by instructors, educational

progress over time).

The grant administrator user then attaches the funding information to the student user's

account and also requests access to performance of the student user for a period of time starting

before the funding and extending to after grant termination. The grant administrator user is

provided the option to compare the funded student against other student users (e.g., statistically

without disclosing other users' data) with common profiles. For example, the grant administrator

compares the funded student against other students in the region, or students with a weak

performance in Mathematics in previous quarters, etc. Similarly, an organization tha has

supported an instructor (for teaching or research) uses the grant administrator role to monitor the

perfomiance and outcome of courses offered by a funded instructor (over time and compared to

other instructors/courses). Some embodiments provide the grant administrators to recommend or

enforce assessment packages over a period of time for affiliated courses.

5, Employer role

Some embodiments support an account type referred to as "employer". This account is

utilized by employers or recruiters (e.g., corporations or educational institutions). The account-

type maintains privileges and functionalities to help employers with selectively searching for

suitable candidates an their reviews histories, assessment histories, and assessment analysis.

The account type provides the employer users with the capability to selectively delivering and

distributing their job vacancies to student and instructor users. Comprehensive "fee charging"

models are supported for employers using the system and accessing student and instructor users

and their authorized data. Some embodiments charge the employer users differently depending

on the level and details of information available to them. For instance, some embodiments

implement the following tiered access (and corresponding fee charge): (i) search users based

only on their affiliations and fields of study, (ii) filter users based on their grades an rankings,

(iii) filter and access users based on their grades in certain courses, and (iv) access to reviews

provided by instructors in the past courses.

Employers in some embodiments interact with potential candidates and have access to

candidates' profiles which include their educational and professional history. One of the
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differences between the embodiments of the present invention and prior art job search websites is

that in the embodiments of the present invention there are several types of information: (i)

information that the user enters, (ii) information that is entered by other users in the system e.g.,

the instructors and previous employers, and (iii) data on candidates that is gathered by the

system, e.g., comments an instructor can write for the student, the rankings of student in different

courses, list of courses taken by a student user (enrolled, audited, and observed courses), quality

and performance of instructors who taught the courses, student's grades per course, student's

term projects and presentations, etc.

A student user, for instance, can authorize certain employer users to have access to: (i)

student's grades for different courses, (ii) rankings per each course, (iii) course homework

returns an project presentations, and (iv) reviews left by the instructors. The employer user can

also request the potential candidate to allow the system to let the employer contact the instructors

and interact and communicate with them.

Some embodiments provide communication links for employers to candidates'

references. In prior art systems, an applicant has to provide the information e.g., the name, phone

number and email address of their references to the employer. I some embodiments of the

present invention, references' names are selectable by the employers (e.g., by clicking on a

provided link) and the employer is transferred to their account. Then the employer is able to

assess the candidate's references' credentials and send them direct messages. In some

embodiments, a user (perspective job candidate) gives "employer-type" access to an employer

user. The employer user sees the name of the job candidate user in his/her list (with links, etc.).

Depending on level of access authorized by the candidate user, the employer user gets access to

that user's account information (reviews, recommendation letters, grades if authorized

specifically, etc.).

Employers in some embodiments offer and administrate specialized tests to rank their

applicants. For instance an employer in chip design industry can use the system's database and

rankmgs to select the applicants who have ranked top 5% in their circuit design courses and

invite them to take an online test. In some embodiments employer users create specialized job

requirements in their job postings. For example when an employer user is creating a job posting

the system gives the option of "course specific" requirements to a job posting. For instance, an
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employer can add a requirement for an applicant for being in the top 10% of financial accounting

course or comparable courses suggested by the system to his/her accounting job postings.

Some embodiments recommend eligible candidates to the employers based on the

defined requirements and the candidate's qualifications. For instance f the requirements of a job

posting are to have passed two circuit design courses and be in the top 0% in both, the system

searches the students database and their grades and rankings and provides the employer the name

of students who match the requirements and a link to their accounts.

Some embodiments recommend students to take specific courses based on employers'

job requirements. For instance, some embodiments gather information on what courses are

mostly required as a job requirement in a job posting (such as in computer engineering job

postings) and then suggests computer engineering students to take those courses.

Figure 38 conceptually illustrates a user interface 3800 for providing functionalities

specific to employers in some embodiments of the invention. As shown, an employer can create

generic job postings (link 3805), create course and material specific job posting (3810) as

described above, review recommended applicants (link 3815), and search for candidates based

on filtering of courses, grades, rankings, assessments, etc. (link 3820).

6. Parent or guardian ro e

Some embodiments provide a "parent" role where a parent or a guardian utilizes to create

an account. The parent or guardian user in some embodiments sends a request to his/her children

(student users) to have access either to all the content of their accounts or specific information

such as the records for one or more courses. The parent views his/her child's grades, ratings,

progress on the assignments and projects and their overall performance in the class. A parent

user can create a connection through the system with his/her child's instructors for direct

communications. A parent user can also network through the system with other parent users

whose children share a course. In some embodiments, parent users create groups for volunteering

and extra curriculum activities.

Figure 17 conceptually illustrates a process 1700 for adding paren functionality and

getting access permission to a student information i some embodiments of the invention. As

shown, the process determines (at 1705) whether the user has an existing account (e.g., as

described by reference to Figure 1). When the user already has an account, the process proceeds

to 7 5 which is described below. Otherwise, the process creates (at 1710) a new account for the
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user based on a unique user name and a password selected by the user (e.g., as described by

reference to Figure 2).

Next, the process logs in (at 17 ) the user. The process then adds (at 1720) parent

functionality to the user account (e.g., when the user selects link 350 in Figure 3) For a user that

has previously added the student functionality, the process in some embodiments skips operation

1720.

The process then determines (at 1725) whether the user with parent functionality wants to

get access permission to a student user information. If not the process exits. Otherwise, the

process determines (at 1730) whether the user wants to internally request course enrollment from

an instructor. If not, the process proceeds to 1735 which is described below. Otherwise, the

process receives (at 1740) identification of the student user an the requested access rights. The

process then sends a request to the identified student to request access rights for the requesting

parent user. The process then proceeds to 1750 which is described below.

When the user decides to directly (i.e., without using the system's internal messaging

mechanisms) contact the student, the process in some embodiments provides (at 1735)

instructions to the user to directly contact the student (e.g., through email) to send a request

along with other required information such as requesting user's account information and the

requested rights.

The process then determines (at 750) whether the access permission is received from the

student. If not, the process proceeds to 1725 to al low the parent user to get access permission to

additional student users if the parent user wants to. Otherwise, the process allows (at 1755)

access permission based on an access matrix provided by the student user. The process then

exits.

7. Admission officer role

Some embodiments provide an "admission officer" Role. Admission officers are

affiliated with different educational institutions. Users signed up with the system with an

admission officer role (e.g., when the user adds admission officer functionality by following link

325 in Figure 3 to become admission office for a particular institution, school, or department)

utilize the system for the evaluation and admission of candidates to their affiliated institutions

schools, or departments. This role is utilized, e.g., by admission offices of colleges and
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universities in undergraduate and graduate programs. The role streamlines the admission process

by using the database and the links and connections maintained by the system.

When a student user wants to apply for an institution, he/she sends a request to an

admission officer user for that institution (e.g., by following link 440 in Figure 4 and requesting

admission from one or more institutions). Once the admission officer user accepts the request (in

some cases, after receiving an application processing fee payment by the requesting user) the

system establishes an "applicant to admission-officer" link between the two users.

Upon the establishment of the above link, the system grants certain access privileges and

communication channels to the admission officer user. The authorized admission officer user

then gains access to a list of courses (list authorized by the student user) taken by the student user

including but not limited to grades, rankings, project submissions/presentations, instructor

evaluation of the students, assessment results of courses taken b the applicant student, and

evaluation/assessment of instructors taught the courses and/or provided recommendation letters.

The admission officer user also identifies and contacts the student user's instructors in

past and current enrolled courses directly through the system. The system tags, groups, and

filters such exchanges under "admission office" category for more efficient communication.

Furthermore, the admission officer user is provided by the system with the "longer term

educational performance/profile/trajectory/employmerit" of student users who enrolled in the

same courses (or courses with "common root" in earlier years). This data is provided in an

anonymous way (without disclosing the profiles of those individual student users) an in the

form of statistical analysis (e.g., median, top 10%, etc). Also this statistical data is customized in

some embodiments to be taken only over students who have a similar grades/ranking as the

applicant student user.

Furthermore, any instructor only needs to fill in a single recommendation or evaluation

letter for a student (who enrolled in his/her courses) and that letter is attached and archived into

student user's account. The student user can conveniently reuse the same recommendation letter

(in electronic format) for applications to multiple schools (as described above) as well as for the

use by potential employers with "employer" user roles.
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8. Publisher ro e

Although an user such as an instructor or a student can publish course material, some

embodiments provides a "publisher" account type for users who just want to publish course

material. A process for publishing material is described by reference to Figure 26 below.

9. Advertiser role

Some embodiments provide an "advertiser" account type for any user who wishes to

advertise a service (e.g., person-to-person tutoring) or to sell any products (e.g., stationer}-

supplies). An advertiser role is created to give certain users (such as producers, service

providers) the ability to provide highly customized advertisement based on users' educational

information elements and their educational networking and connections. For instance, an

advertiser can post and distribute targeted ads for students in bottom 0% of certain courses, or

students enrolled in certain courses, or instructors teaching certain courses.

1Θ. Software developer/vendor role

The "software developer" account type is used by software development companies for

presenting, marketing, and giving remote access to their software tools to student and instructor

users in a selective manner. Some embodiments provide interfaces and methods for software

development companies for presenting, marketing, and giving remote access to their tools

selectively to student and instructor users. These embodiments provide an interface where

software companies allow users to remotely connect to internal or third party servers (where

those software tools are installed and maintained) and to ru those tools remotely on the software

codes stored in their user account's space.

The interface in some embodiments is terminal-based while in other embodiments is

graphical-based. Hie software companies are allowed to have different models for presenting

and licensing tools. For instance, the companies can give free or discounted access to their tools

for enrolled student users in certain courses. The companies can limit free access to a limited use

or only to sample example codes provided by the instructor users. More comprehensive access

fee calculation and payment models are provided in some embodiments.

. Multiple user roles

Some embodiments allow account types and functionalities to co-exist under the same

login account or under separate, different login accounts n the first case, a user registers with

the system and adds both student and instructor functionalities to his/her single account (e.g., by
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using the interface shown in Figure 3). n this case, the same user has two spaces/planes under

his/her account; one with student functionality and another with instructor functionality. In this

case the user can exercise both his/her functionalities through a single login account. In the

second case, a user creates one login account dedicated to student functionalities and another

login account dedicated to instructor functionalities.

B. Creating Affiliation w th institutions

The online learning system in some embodiments is independent from any educational

institutions and is not hosted or managed by these institutions. Registering to the online learning

system does no require that a student to be registered or affiliated with any educational

institutions or an instructor to be hired or affiliated with any educational institutions. At the time

of the initial registration, there is no requirement to provide any registration number,

employment number, or an other form of identification to prove affiliation with a educational

institution. Users registering as instructors can create courses and offer them to anyone in general

public who has access to the Internet and registers with the system. Similarly, users registering as

student can connect to the online learning system and enroll in courses that are offered to any

registered students. In addition, instructors can offer courses and affiliate them exclusively to one

or more institutions. Instructors can also offer courses that are affiliated to one or more

institutions and at the same time offer the same courses as unaffiliated courses (e.g., to students

that are not registered in any educational institutions or do not wish to take any credits from an

educationai institution). When a student enrolls in a course that is affiliated with one or more

educational institutions, the enrolled student can request to be affiliated with one or more of

those educational institutions and receive a grade upon the completion of the course from the

requested educational institutions. The received grades are also applied towards degree programs

in the affiliated educationai institutions in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 18 conceptually illustrates a process 1800 for affiliating a course to one or more

institutions in some embodiments of the invention. In some embodiments, process 1800 is

utilized to assist an instructor user to affiliate one or more courses taught by the instructor with

one or more institutions. As shown, the process determines (at 1805) whether the instructor

wants to affiliate a course with an institution (e.g., when the process receives a selection from the

instructor through a user interface to affiliate courses with institutions) if not, the process

proceeds to 840 which is described below. Otherwise, the process receives (at 18 0) the
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identification of the course, the identification of the institution, and the type of affiliation (e.g.,

exclusive , non-ex c us ve).

The process then determines (at 815) whether there are any errors in the affiliation

request. For instance, if the identified course is not taught by the requesting instructor, the course

identification is wrong, the course has been exclusively affiliated to another institution, etc. If so,

the process notifies (at 1820) the user that the request cannot be processed. The process then

proceeds to 1805 which was described above. Otherwise, the process determines (at 1825)

whether the user wants to internally request to affiliate the course with the institution. If yes, the

process sends a request to the user that has institution or grant administrator functionality for the

identified institution. The process then proceeds to 840 which is described below.

When the user wants to directly contact the administrator, the process in some

embodiments provides (at 830) instructions to the instructor to directly contact the administrator

(e.g., through a provided email) to send a request along with other required information such as

the instructor's username, the course information, the type of requested affiliation, the user's

contact information, etc., to the administrator. In some embodiments, once the administrator

receives the request, the administrator approves the affiliation and sends the approval to process

1800 through a user interface provided by the online learning system.

Next, the process determines (at 1840) whether approval is received from the institution

or grant administrator to affiliate a previously requested course with the corresponding

institution. If not, the process proceeds back to 805 to allow the instructor to affiliate the same

course or other courses with more institutions. Otherwise, when the approval for a course

affiliation is received, the process affiliates (at 1845) the course with the institution and stores the

affiliation information in the system database.

The process then determines if any guidelines and requirements are received from the

administrator for an affiliated course. If not, the process proceeds to 1805 which was described

above. Otherwise, the process sends (at 1850) the guidelines to the instructor offering the

affiliated course. The process then proceeds to 805 which was described above.

In some embodiments, when a course is affiliated with multiple institutions, the instructor

uses different grading methods, different homework and reading assignments, and/or different

evaluation packages for students that have registered to the same course but are affiliated to

different institutions or have no institutional affiliation. In some embodiments, when an
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instructor user creates a new course he/she can assign multiple affiliations to the course. Then the

student users from several institutions sign up under the same course. One benefit of this mode

of operation is that all reviews and assessments provided from students affiliated with several

institutions are combined under a single course. In these embodiments, the instructor user uses

different grading rules per group of students affiliated with each institution.

Some embodiments allow different types of students to sign up in a course. As described

in the specification, students are either enrolled, auditing, or observers. The instructor has the

option to define different access privileges for each of these student types. An advantage of the

different types of sign up is to give instructors ability to let more students attend their courses

without having to provide full service to all of them (such as grading, project review, etc. ) .

Also, in some embodiments, a course is only created an affiliated with one institution. In

these embodiments, when an instructor happens to offer the same course at different institutions,

he she creates two separate courses under his/her account by reusing the same course material.

Similarly, an instructor is given the capability to create a new course by using (or reusing) course

structure and material from an existing course. For instance instructor I is teaching math 0 in

year 20 . She realizes that she had taught the same course in 2009. n this case I transfers

copies of course notes/homework/etc., from her math 0 1 (year 2009) course to her math 10

(year 2012) course. This is to make the material reuse more efficient and seamless. Also I I

realizes (or is informed by the system) that a similar course has been offered by instructor 2 .

Then 1 1 asks 2 to establish an instructor-instructor relation. Then I gains access to course

material math 0 1 offered by instructor 12. In this example, 11 can then copy material from (2's

mathlOl course as starting point for her course.

Figure 19 conceptually illustrates a process 900 for affiliating one or more courses with

a particular institution in some embodiments of the invention. In some embodiments, process

1900 is utilized to assist a user with institution administrator or grant administrator functionality

to affiliate one or more courses with the administrator's corresponding institution. These

administrators are not the administrators of the online learning system but rather the users that

have registered with the online learning system, added administrator functionality, and have

affiliated themselves with a particular institution. Administrators from several different

institutions can affi liate the same course (or different courses) with their institutions.
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As shown, the process determines (at 1905) whether an administrator (e.g., institution or

grant administrator) wants to affiliate a course with an institution. If not, the process proceeds to

40 which is described below. Otherwise, the process receives identification of the course,

identification of the institution, and the type of requested affiliation (e.g., exclusive or non-

exclusive affiliation).

Next, the process determines (at 1 ) whether the affiliation request had any errors. For

i sta ce, if the course identification is wrong, the course has been exclusively affiliated to

another institution, etc. If so, the process notifies (at 1920) the user that the request cannot be

processed. The process the proceeds to 1905 which was described above. Otherwise, the

process determines (at 1925) whether the user wants to internally send the request to the

instructor that is offering the course. If yes, the process sends (at 1835) a request to the course

instructor. The process then proceeds to 1940 which is described below.

When the user wants to directly contact the course instructor, the process in some

embodiments provides (at 1930) instructions to the administrator to directly contact the course

instructor (e.g., through a provided email) to send a request along with other required

information such as the course information, the requesting institution's identification, the type of

requested affiliation, the administrator's contact information, etc., to the course instructor n

some embodiments, once the instructor receives the request, the instructor approves or rejects the

affiliation and sends the approval or rejection to process 00 through a user interface provided

by the online learning system.

Next, the process determines (at 1940) whether approval is received from an instructor to

affiliate a previously requested course. If not, the process proceeds back to 1905 which was

described above. Otherwise, the process affiliates (at 1945) the approved course with the

requesting institution and sets access rights based on a set of access rights received from the

instructor. The process then determines (at 950) whether guidelines and requirements for

grading, homework, assignments, evaluations, etc., have received for an affiliated course. If not,

the process proceeds to 05 which was described before. Otherwise, the process sends (at 55)

the guidelines and requirements to the instructor offering the affiliated course. The process then

proceeds to 1905 which was described above. In some embodiments, when a course is affiliated

with multiple institutions, the instructor uses different grading methods, different homework and
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reading assignments, and/or different evaluation packages for students that have registered to the

same course but are affiliated to different institutions or have no institutional affiliation.

Figure 20 conceptually illustrates a process 2000 for affiliating one or more users with a

particular institution in some embodiments of the invention. In some embodiments process 2000

is utilized to assist a user that (i) is registered as a student with one or more educational

institutions or (ii) cooperates as an instructor with one or more educational institutions to register

wit the disclosed independent online Seaming center and add affiliation to specific institutions.

In this way, a student registered to the online learning system can get credits with one or more

external institutions. Similarly, an instructor that is offering courses in the disclosed independent

online learning system, gets affiliation with one or more institutions. In some embodiments, once

a student or an instructor is affiliated with one or more institutions, the user sets different options

in the user profile to e.g., send grades or evaluations automatically to an administrator user or

directly to the affiliated institutions.

n some embodiments, any user can add "student" or "instructor" functionality or role to

his/her account. As a student user, the user is not strictly affiliated with any institutions. The

student user requests an adds different courses as enrolled, auditing, or observing student. Each

requested or added course can be affiliated with different institutions (e.g., offered by instructors

affiliated with different institutions). Therefore, the system records in the database that the

student user has taken courses affiliated with institutions A, B, C at specific time periods.

Similarly, as an instructor user, a user is not strictly affiliated with any institutions. The instructor

user can add affiliations to his/her offered courses. When a user with instructor functionality or

role signs in, he/she can create courses under his/her account. When creating a course, the user is

prompted to optionally assign an affiliation for that course to one or more institutions. That

course is then considered affiliated with those institutions upon approval by the corresponding

institution administrator. Therefore, the same user can create multiple courses and affiliate each

course with a different institution or one course with multiple institutions. In some embodiments,

the course can be offered by the user independently as a "tutorial", "free course", etc., in which

the instructor is considered as "self-affiliated". In some embodiments, a course can be affiliated

to multiple institutions as well as being offered to non-affiliated students.

As shown, process 2000 determines (at 2005) whether the user wants to be affiliated with

an institution. If not, the process proceeds to 2040 which is described below. Otherwise, the
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process receives (at 2015) identification of the institution and the type of requested affiliation

(e.g., exclusive or non-exclusive affiliation). Examples of the type of affiliation are: a student or

an instructor wants to affiliate himself/herself with one or more institutions, a student wants to

sign up and be affiliated to one or more institutions in a one or more courses an instructor wants

to affiliate one or more of the online courses offered by the instructor with one or more

institutions.

Next, the process determines (at 2020) whether the affiliation request had any errors. If

so, the process notifies (at 2010) the user that the request cannot be processed. The process then

proceeds to 2005 which was described above. Otherwise, the process determines (at 2025)

whether the user wants to internally send the request to the institution or grant administrator

associated with the requested institution. If yes, the process sends a request to the particular

institution's administrator user asking for affiliation authorization. The process then proceeds to

2040 which is described below.

When the user wants to directly contact the administrator, the process in some

embodiments provides (at 2030) instructions to the user to directly contact the administrator

(e.g., through email) to send a request along with other required information such as the user's

name, the user's functionality (e.g., student or instructor), the institution's identification, the type

of requested affiliation, the user's contact information, etc., to the administrator. In some

embodiments, once the administrator receives the request, the administrator approves the

affiliation for the corresponding institution and sends the approval to process 2000 through a user

interface provided by the online learning system.

Next, the process determines (at 2040) whether approval is received from an

administrator to affiliate a previously requested user f not, the process proceeds back to 2005

which was described above. Otherwise the process affiliates (at 2045) the approved user with

the approving institution. Depending on the type of requested affiliation, either the requesting

user is herself ''himself affiliated with the approving institution or the requesting user is affiliated

with the approving mstitution in one or more requested courses. The process then determines (at

2050) whether request for grades, outcome, evaluations, etc., regarding a user is received from

an affiliated institution.

If not, the process proceeds to 2005 which was described before. Otherwise, the process

determines (A 2055) whether the request is allowed based on the type of the affiliation and the
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type of access permission granted by the user. For instance, some embodiments allow a user

(such as a student or instructor) to specifically determine what information is available to which

other users. A user, e.g., can allow access to a particular course grade to a grant administrator

from a granting institution, allow a particular evaluation to be visible to all instructors or only to

instructors affiliated to a particular institution, etc. if the request cannot be allowed, the process

notifies (at 2065) the requesting user that the information cannot be provided. The process then

proceeds to 2005 which was described above. Otherwise, the process sends (at 2060) the

requested information to the requesting administrator (or if applicable directly to a requesting

institution). The then proceeds to 2005 which was described above. In some embodiments, a user

can be affiliated to multiple institutions, exclusively to one institution, affiliated to multiple

institutions as wel as being able to simultaneously offer courses (e.g. an instructor) or take

courses (e.g., a student) as an unaffiliated user.

Figure 2 conceptually illustrates a process 2100 for gaining access to a user information

by another user. In some embodiments, process 2 00 is utilized to assist a user with institution

administrator, grant administrator, or employer functionality to gain access to certain information

(such as evaluations, grads, etc.) about another user such as a student or an instructor. The

process is also utilized to assist a user with instructor functionality to gain access to certain

mformation about another user such as a student.

As shown, the process determines (at 2 05) whether a first user is requesting access

authorization to a second user's records and information. If not, the process proceeds to 2120

which is described below. Otherwise, the process determines (at 2 0) whether the two users are

affiliated to the same institution. For instance, the process determines whether (i) the requesting

first user is an institution administrator or grant administrator and the second user is a student or

instructor affiliated to the same institution or (ii) the requesting first user is an instructor and the

second user is a student and both users are affiliated to the same institution. f yes, the process

proceeds to 30 which is described below.

Otherwise, the process sends (at 2115) a request to the second user to ask for access

permission and/or suggesting that the second user becomes affiliated to the same institution as

the first user. For instance, the process sends a request to a student that has received a grant from

an institution and informs the user that the grant administrator for the granting institution has

requested access to the student records (e.g. grades or evaluations) or the granting institution is
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requiring the student to become affiliated with the institution and to set certain automatic

permissions for grade and record reporting. Similarly, a grant administrator user can as an

instructor who has received a grant to authorize access to his/her records for one or more funded

courses.

Next, the process determines (at 2120) whether authorization is received from a user to

grant access to requested information and/or to make the user affiliated with an institution. If not,

the process proceeds to 2105 which was described above. Otherwise, the process grants access

permission and sends the requested information to the requesting first user. The process, if

applicable, also affiliates the authorizing second user with the requesting institution. The process

then proceeds to 05 which was described above .

The process determines (at 2130) whether the type of affiliation and the access

permissions set by the second user allow access by the requesting first user to the requested

information. If not, the process notifies (at 2135) the requesting first user that the request cannot

be authorized. The process then proceeds to 2105 which was described above. Otherwise, the

process grants access permission and sends the requested information to the requesting first user.

The process then proceeds to 2 5 which was described above. In some embodiments, when a

user is affiliated with multiple institutions, the user can set different access authorization for each

institution to grant access to particular records, to grant automatic reporting of certain records, to

grant access for a certain time period, etc.

Figure 22 conceptually illustrates a process 2200 for automatically identifying

affiliations in some embodiments of the invention. As shown, the process tracks (at 2205)

courses enrolled by each student user and identifies institutions that are affiliated with the

identified courses. The process then determines (at 22 0) whether the student is already affiliated

with the identified institutions. If yes, based on the preferences set by the student in student's

profile and based on the specific affiliation requirements of each course, the process

automatically adjusts access permissions and affiliates the student in the enrolled courses with

the corresponding institutions. For instance, a user in some embodiments can set a preference to

be automatically affiliated with a certain institutions once those institutions become affiliated

with any courses that the student has enrolled. The process then proceeds to 2205 which was

described above.
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Otherwise, the process notifies (at 2220) the student about the mandatory or optional

affiliations between the enrolled courses and the identified affiliated institutions and to request

for required access or affiliation authorizations. For instance, when a course is offered through a

grant, the granting institution (through the corresponding grant administrator user) in some

embodiments can requires grade report, evaluation report, statistical analysis, outcome report,

etc. for the students.

The process then determines (at 2225) whether authorization is received from a user to

grant access to requested information and/or requested affiliation. If not, the process proceeds to

2205 which was described above. Otherwise, the process grants the requested access permissions

and/or affiliates the user with the requesting institution. A similar process in some embodiments

is used to automatically identify affiliations for instructor users.

C Course Material, Publication, and Content Marketplace Management

Some embodiments allow instructors to publish and distribute their class materials or

notes (e.g., course notes, topic notes), book chapters, full text books, exam samples, software

samples, homeworks, exam or homework solutions, audio clips, video clips, educational

animation clips, tutoring sessions, etc.) via the system's network of students and instructors. The

instructors in some of these embodiments directly market the course material that they have

posted to the system. Instructors utilize the system and its network of users to publish an

distribute their course materials for free or for a charge. One difference between the prior art

system and different embodiments of the present invention is the scope of data available to the

users. For instance, a math instructor can search the students' profiles to find the students who

have the lowest 5% ranking in their math classes. The instructor then sends the students a

message with a link to his math notes and materials and an instruction of how they ca access

them. Then the students can view the rating and reviews for those materials and decide if they

want to purchase them.

In the case of for-fee distribution, some embodiments utilize different usage and charge

methods to allow other users to access the published material. For instance a biology instructor

whose materials have the highest level of rating can search the system databases for biology

instructors with the same rating levels and offer them to share materials.

For published course materials (either for-free or for-a-fee, public or selective access),

comprehensive rating methodology is enabled in some embodiments of the invention. The
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disclosed system allows student and instructor users (registered users only) to rate and evaluate a

course's material based on different criteria. Once the ratings are collected, different criteria and

options are used to calculate and demonstrate overall rating results for a course material. For

instance, a user can select to view rating results for a course material based on collected data

from only: (i) instructor users, (ii) student users from the instructor's institution, (iii) student

users from all institutions, (iv) student users with grades B and better, (v) students users in top

10% of their classes, etc.

Some embodiments provide user interfaces for the users to access published notes and

material. Figure 23 conceptually illustrates a user interface 2300 for accessing the published

material in some embodiments of the invention. As shown, several links are provided for the

users to perform a customized search 2305, request permission for free material from material's

owner 23 0, and pay and access the for-fee material 23 5 .

Figure 24 conceptually illustrates a user interface that is provided when a user selects

link 2305 to perform customized searches in some embodiments. As shown, the user can enter

several search criteria 2405-2415 such as keys words for different topics, author name, material

assessment results, number of courses that have use the material as course material or as extra

reading material, etc. A search is performed once the search button 2420 is selected. Once the

user identifies a desired material, the user can send a request for free material or can pay an

gain access to for-fee material.

Figure 25 conceptually illustrates a user interface that is provided for viewing course

material reviews and ratings in some embodiments of the invention. This user interface is

displayed after the user performs a search for material and identifies several course or study

materials to review and evaluate. As shown in the example of Figure 25, several course

materials 2505-2 0 are identified based on a prior search. The user can select one or more of

these materials, e.g., by using select buttons 2530-2535. The user can then view reviews for the

material, view customized ratings for the material, or interact with other users (students,

instructors, publishers, etc.) about the material by selecting buttons 2 5-2525 respectively.

Some instructors may want to publish course material as advertisement for their quality,

transfer of knowledge to all for publicity and fame, etc. Also some instructors may want to make

profit from their educational material in a fee-based model. Some embodiments include an

integrated marketplace where different users utilize that marketplace to market and distribute
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their educational content. Special tools and capabilities are included as described in the following

embodiments to improve and customize content distribution and transactions' efficiency,

effectiveness, and quality. Figure 26 conceptually illustrates a process 2600 for an instructor

user to publish his her course material to users (e.g., users not enrolled in his her course). The

process is also ut ized by publisher users to publish educational material to the online learning

system users. Published course material then become accessible and searchable by all users and

no longer need a y explicit authorization by the concent owner (e.g., the instructor). As shown,

the process receives (at 2605) course and other educational material from a user and adds the

material to the user account. In some embodiments, users such as instructors, publishers,

students, etc. can publish course or educational material. Examples of such material are full

books, book chapters, course notes, exam samples, exam solutions, software packages, software

tutorials, sample, etc. The received material are uploaded and stored in the publishing user's

account.

Next, the process receives (at 2610) a request fro the publishing user to publish one of

the course materials. The process then receives (at 2615) (e.g., through a graphical user interface)

definition of a set of users that the publishing user wants to have access to the course material.

Examples of the set of users are all users, user in the U.S., users enrolled with a particular

university, users enrolled in a particular course, etc. n some embodiments, the process sets

different access rights for each user or each set of users based on access controls specified by the

content owner (e.g., the user that is publishing the material). Different access control criteria are

further described in "Concent Ownership, Sharing Management, and Access Control" subsection,

below.

The process then receives (at 2620) price for the item for the defined set of users. For

instance, no charge, one time $ 1 flat fee, $ 1 per download, $ 1 per day, a packaged deal, etc.

Some embodiments enable different pricing options by the content owner. These pricing options

are customizable based on user's profiles (e.g., end-users' educational profile or purchasing users

profile if the content is purchased by a user such as an institution administrator for use by

students affiliated with that institution, etc.). Some embodiments provide the option to the

content creator (e.g., a user with instructor role or publisher role) to define customized pricing

through a "pricing cable". Each row of thi s table contains a different price for a content based on

some education and personal characteristics of content buyer/user (e.g., derived from the
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information stored in the profile of the user). The following are several examples with no loss of

generality; (i) price is defined per geographical location; a different price is defined per

countries, states, zip-codes, etc.; in some embodiments, free price is defined for certain

geographical regions, (ii) pricing based on enrollment and affiliation status where users (student

or instructor) affiliated with certain institutions get discounted price or zero price, (iii) price

based on educational status of users based on their grades in certain courses, buyers' rankings in

a course or program, progress within a degree program, grades in certain exams, etc., (iv)

package bundling: if a buyer has already purchased item A from the same or different content

owner, the content owner for item B can set a different price for item B based on whether the

perspective buyer has purchased item A or not; this also applies to multiple items, and (v)

volume bundling: depending on number of copies previously purchased and/or number of copies

being purchased, different pricing is set. Other choices for setting content price are described

further below.

Referring back to Figure 26, the process then determines (at 2625) whether more user

price groups are to be defined. If yes, the process proceeds to 26 to receive definition of the

next set of users. Otherwise, the process publishes and/or distributes (at 2630) the course

material as configured by the publishing user. The process then collects (at 2635) payments and

credits the payments to the publishing user's account. The process then exits.

Figure 27 conceptually illustrates a process 2700 for a user to purchase content in some

embodiments of the invention. The content is either a single item or a package that includes

content owned by one o more users. As shown, the process receives (at 2705) a request from a

user to purchase content. The process then determines (at 2710) whether the price for the

requested content is customized based on users' profile (e.g., end-users' and/or purchasing users'

profiles as described above by reference to operation 2620 in Figure 26). If yes, the process

proceeds to 2720 which is described below. Otherwise, the process determines (at 2715) the

price of content based on other criteria determined by the content owner such as a fix price, a

price based on the number of copies that the user is purchasing, the number of copies that has

been purchased by a l other users so far, whether the user is purchasing the content as-as or with

updates, etc. The process then proceeds to 2735 which is described below.

The process determines (at 2720) the price of the requested content based on the user's

profile. Some embodiments use the purchasing user's profile. Other embodiments use the end-
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user's profile if the purchasing user indicates that the content is going to be assigned to another

user. The process uses the user's profile to determine the content price based on one or more

different criteria such as geographical location, enrollment and affiliation status, educational

status, package bundling, volume bundling, etc.

Next, the process determines (at 2725) whether the content owner has set any other

factors such as number of copies that the user is purchasing, the number of copies that has been

purchased by al other users so far, whether the user is purchasing the content as-as or with

updates, whether the user has purchased an item from one or more co-owners of a package (if the

content being purchased is a package), etc. The process then determines (at 2730) the final price

of the content. The process then charges (at 2735) the purchasing user for the content.

The process then determines (at 2740) whether the purchaser wants to assign or transfer

the content. n some embodiments, a user is provided with the option to purchase and pay for

content items and transfer or assign those purchased items to other system users. For instance, a

parent or instructor user purchases a book chapter or software package and transfers that

purchased item to a child or student user. In this feature, the user purchases the item and assigns

that to another user (e.g., by using the receiving user's account name, email address, etc.). The

receiving user then sees the transferred content item under his/her account under purchased

items. As another example, the purchasing user purchases 20 copies of a content item and

transfers them to a list of 20 student users (e.g., an institution administrator is practically paying

for content used in a course offering for all enrolled students). If the purchasing user does not

want to transfer the content, the process updates (at 2745) the content purchaser's profile to

indicate that the user has purchased the content. The process then proceeds to 2760 which is

described below.

Otherwise, the process receives (at 2750) the identification of the assignee or assignees if

the purchaser had not already indicated that previously. The process then updates (at 2755) the

profiles of the content purchaser and the end-user assignee(s) to indicate that the content is

purchased by the purchasing user and is assigned to the assignee(s). The process then credits (at

2760) the content owner for the content sold. The process then exits.

In some embodiments, a user (e.g., student role), is provided with the option to create two

types of purchasing lists for educational content items he/she ay find necessary or helpful for

his/her educational performance. These purchasing lists are referred to as necessary-list and
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wish-list. The items within each list include book chapters, software packages, video clips,

tutoring session, sample exams, etc. The user is provided the option to share those lists and to

make them viewable by certain other users (e.g., a student is provided with the option to share

the list with his/her parent user). In some embodiments, a user can have multiple wish-lists and

multiple necessary lists and authorize different users (e.g., institution administrators of different

institutions or different parents and guardians) to have access to different lists.

As an example, a parent user views and selects items from the list to which the parent has

access, purchases them, and transfers them to his/her child user. Figure 28 conceptually

illustrates a process 2800 for creating wish-lists an necessary-lists in some embodiments of the

invention. As shown, the process determines (at 2805) whether the user wants to add content

(e.g., a book) to a necessary-list. If not, the process proceeds to 2820 which is described below.

Otherwise, the process receives (at 2810) selections from the user to add different content to the

user's one or more necessary-lists. If the lists do not exist, the process also creates the lists. The

process then updates (at 28 5) the user's necessary-lists with the selected content. The process

also updates the user's profile to include or update the necessary-lists.

Next, the process determines (at 2820) whether the user wants to add content (e.g.,

optional reading material) to a wish-list. If not, the process proceeds to 2835 which is described

below. Otherwise, the process receives (at 2825) selections from the user to add different content-

to the user's one or more wish-lists. If the lists do not exist, the process also creates the lists. The

process then updates (at 2830) the user's wish-lists with the selected content. The process also

updates the user's profile to include or update the wish-lists.

The process then determines (at 2835) whether the user wants to share a content wish-list

or necessary-list with other users (e.g., to authorize other one or more users to see the list). If not,

the process exits. Otherwise, the process receives (at 2840) the name of the user or users to share

the list. The process then updates (at 2845) the profile of the user that owns the list and the

profile of the user or users who have gained access to the list. The process then proceeds to 2835

which was described above. Once the profile of a user is updated to show the wish-lists and

necessary-lists to one or more other users, the users who are authorize to see the lists can

purchase the items and assign them to the user using a process similar to process 2700 described

above.
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Individual courses' contents in some embodiments are combined into an educational

package based on the content database available within the system. The educational package is

then offered fo purchase, e.g., at a discounted price. The instructors (potentially affiliated with

different educational institutions) group together to create and customize educational packages.

As described by reference to Figure 15 above, some embodiments provide an option for the

users who own content to create (e.g., by selecting the link 1520) multi-owner educational

packages or join an existing package by offering to add content to the package. For example a

"circuit design package" can include an array of entry-level and advanced course materials on

topic of "circuit design" where each componen t within the package would be created and owned

by different individuals. As described further below, networking capabilities are provided among

content owners to form groups to offer educational packages. Multiple options for the

distribution of sales proceeds among the individual content owners are provided in some

embodiments. In one mode, the proceeds are divided equally. In another mode, sale proceeds are

divided proportional to the ratings of individual contents or content-owners n yet another mode,

sale proceeds are divided proportional to the number of downloads of each item or based on

reviews of buying users. In another mode, the users who contributed to the package define and

negotiate an unequal sales proceedings distribution. Those users then agree and sign off on a

final distribution rate.

In some embodiments, a combined package represents a full "degree" or "certificate"

program . For instance, an "Economics Degree" package includes a selection of courses required

to qualify a student for such degree or certification (not necessarily a formal degree). The

individual course material forming the package can belong to authors and instructors affiliated

with different institutions or unaffiliated with any institution.

The content owner is given the option to set pricing methods based on number of

downloads and/or purchases i some embodiments. For instance, the content owner can create a

price versus number of purchases price table, where the price decreases or increases as the

number of purchases increases. In one example, the author configures the price table (i) to offer

the content at a low price (to attract early buyers and collect reviews) and then (ii) to increase the

price as more buyers purchase the item (and the rating of the content goes up). As another

example, the author configures the price table to lower the price as more users purchase the item.
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Several modes of content delivery and accessibility are supported in some embodiments

n one mode, the authorized content is only stored within user's account without being

downloaded to user's local computer (e.g., only stored in cloud or protected encrypted local

memory). The user can access content only when he/she logs into his/her account. In another

mode, the content is downloaded to user's local computer. The user accesses downloaded data

anytime but only on that particular computer. In another mode, the content is stored in user's

local computer but is password protected. Therefore, the user still needs to use his

usernarne/password information to access the content locally in his computer.

Some embodiments provide a pricing mechanism to content owners or publishers to

configure a content price to move in opposite direction of sales volume (e.g., number of

downloads). For instance, a content owner is given the option to direct the system to set dynamic

pricing as follows. For total sales (or downloads) below Nl, set the price at zero, for sales

between and N2, set price at PI, for sales between N2 and N3, set price at P2, and so forth

where N3>N2>N1>0 and P2>P1>0. The content owner can choose to have this pricing scheme

(and its breakpoints) demonstrated to other users (potential purchasers) or hidden from them.

Some embodiments provide the option to individual and/or independent instructors

(unaffiliated with any formal institution) to offer a full course through the system. The course is

offered for free or for a fee. The instructor is given the option to issue and record a certificate of

completion through the system. The system keeps an electronic copy of certificate within the

student's account. The student user can then allow (e.g., by selecting link 545 in Figure 5 or link

630 in Figure 6) other users (e.g., employers, instructors, administrators) to view and access this

certificate of completion. The certificate can include only completion confirmation or

grading/ranking as well. The offered courses can cover a variety of leaning categories:

mathematics, language learning, software tutorials, technical training class, cooking class, music

instruments, private teaching sessions, etc. All features and capabilities offered for institutional

courses are available to independent courses as well.

D. Content Ownership, Sharing Management, and Access Control

In some embodiments, a user (e.g., a user with "instructor" role, "publisher" role,

"student" role) creates content and uploads them to his/her account with the system. In some

embodiments, any user who wants to create and sell content, adds publisher role to his/her

account. In these embodiments, the publisher role is not validated. In other embodiments, the
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publishing capability is limited to certain users to control quality. In some embodiments, user

with particular roles (e.g., instructor or student roles) are allowed to create and sell content and

any other user who wan s to create and sell content, adds publisher ro e to his/her account. Some

embodiments inquire the user that uploads the material whether the material is original and

created and ow ed by the user. If the material is created or owned by the uploading user, the

uploaded material is then tagged with the user as the owner. For instance, some embodiments

perform this tagging by watermarking the content by owner/creator's information and/or by

linking to owner's account as owner.

The owner of content maintains control on defining access permissions to content (e.g.,

by selecting link 15 15 in Figure 15 and defining different access permissions to different users

or different groups of users in some embodiments. The followings are examples of different

access permission granting and content management capabilities that are enabled in some

embodiments. In some embodiments, an instructor content owner is given the option to add or

authorize student users enrolled in a course. By doing so, authorized student users gain access to

content associated with the course. The content owner (e.g., an instructor user) has the option to

pre-define a "release schedule" for the content being released to a group of student users. For

instance the content owner determines that item 1 of content becomes available and accessible by

students on a first date (e.g., April 1, 2012) while item 2 of content becomes available on a

second date (e.g., May 15, 2012), etc.

Owner of content is given the option to enable broader access to content in a selective

manner in some embodiments. For instance, the owner can grant access to an item of content to

all users (full public access), users within a geographical region, users enrolled in certain

courses, users referred or recommended by certain other users. As an example, a content owner

user is provided with the option to authorize a second user to be able to define/grant access

permission for that content (e.g., delegating the access management task for a content item to

another user).

Owner of content is given the option to include or exclude his/her content for database

searching when other users are searching for relevant material. An owner is given the option to

display or hide ratings (final ratings, reviews, comments, weighted ratings, rating statistics, etc.)

for a conte em .
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Some embodiments allow the users (e.g., instructor A) to re-use or "borrow" content

created by other users. Figure 29 conceptually illustrates a process 2900 for sharing, using, or r e

using content by instructors in some embodiments of the invention. As shown, the process

receives (at 2905) a request from an instructor to search for relevant course material The process

then determines (at 2910) whether the instructor wants automatic search and suggestions for the

relevant material. If yes, the process proceeds to 2925 which is described below. Otherwise, the

process receives (at 29 5) criteria for searching the relevant material from the instructor. For

instance, the instructor can use keywords to find relevant material. The instructor can request

search for relevant material based on different ratings such as (i) rating of similar content by

other users, (ii) rating of the courses that used the similar content, (iii) rating of the instructors

who taught similar courses and the content they used for those courses, etc. Other criteria for

searching relevant material are described in subsection "Content Search, Material

Rating/Matching, and Recommendations", below. The process then searches (at 2920) for

relevant course material based on the received search criteria. The process then proceeds to 2930

which is described below.

The process automatically (i.e., without receiving a search criteria from the user) searches

(at 2925) for relevant course material based on similarity between the course material being

taught by the instructor and other course. Some embodiments utilize the profile of an instructor

and the information regarding a course being offered or to be offered by the instructor and

provide suggestions for content material for the course as well as providing specialized links (as

described in subsection "Specialized Networking by Content and User Profiles", below) to other

instructors that have thought similar courses or own relevant course and study material. Other

criteria for searching relevant material are described in subsection "Content Search, Material

Rating/Matching, and Recommendations", below.

Once the process finds relevant course material, the process sorts (at 2930) the relevant

course material based on different ranking and assessment criteria (either automatically or based

on inputs received from the instructor who is searching for material). The process then presents

(at 2935) the material found to the instructor (e.g., by displaying a list, sending an email to the

instructor with the list, including the course material found as suggestions in the instructor

profile, etc.).
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The process then determines (at 2940) whether the instructor wishes to share, use, or r e

use any of the relevant course material. If not, the process exits. Otherwise, the process (from the

instructor) receives (at 2942) an identification of a content item that is owned or created by

another user (e.g., another instructor) as relevant or helpful to the course. The process sends (at

2945) a request to the owner of the course material identified by the instructor to get permission

for sharing, using, or re-using the material.

The process then determines (at 2950) whether the content owner has given the

permission. If not, the process proceeds back to 2940 to determine whether the instructor wishes

to identify another course material to share. When the material owner gives permission, the

process updates the profiles of the instructor, the content owner, the course, and the course

material to identify the shared materia], different types of access permissions (if any) requested

by the content owner, and the prices of the course material if the content is for-fee. The instructor

can re-use (e.g., post under the offered course) content created or owned by the content owner

(e.g., another instructor). This process is applicable to either single items only (e.g., an exam, a

single course note) or the entire content needed for the course. In this mode of operation, the

original owner or creator of content can have this ownership explicitly displayed when content is

being re-used or borrowed, e.g., by tagging or watermarking the content (or to have the

ownership demonstration waived). The process proceeds back to 2940 to determine whether the

instructor wishes to identify another course material to share.

An original owner user has the option to download full content to his/her local storage in

a format that is either proprietary to the system (e.g., encrypted) or in a standardized format. The

downloaded content can later on be uploaded back to the system under a new account or new

course.

In some embodiments, a user co-owns the ownership of content shared among multiple

users. n this mode, the content is demonstrated as owned by all co-owners. Each co-owner

would then have the ability to configure access and distribution permissions to the content. This

mode is applicable, e.g., when several users have co-created a book-chapter, software package,

etc. Figure 30 conceptually illustrates a process 3000 for creating content with multiple owners

in some embodiments of the invention. As shown, the process receives (at 3005) a request from a

content owner to create a content package. For instance, the process receives the request when a

user selects link 1520 in Figure 15 to create multi-owner educational package.
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The process then receives (at 30 0) the content and the corresponding price rules and

access rights for the package from the requesting user. The access rights define the access rights

of the purchasers of the package to the whole package as well as to individual items in the

package. In some embodiments, the access rules are set at the time of the creation of the package.

n other embodiments, the access rules can change for the whole package or for individual items

in the packages as more co-owners add content to the package. The pricing rales include the

rules for charging for the package and the rules for dividing the proceeds among different co-

owners. Different embodiments utilize different pricing rules described in this Specification and

are not repeated here for brevity. In some embodiments, the pricing rules are set at the time of

the creation of the package n other embodiments, the pricing rules can change for the whole

package or for individual items in the packages as more co-owners add content to the package.

The process then adds (at 3015) the received content and the corresponding price and access

rights to the package and updates the profile of the content owner to include the package.

The process then determines (at 3020) whether an other content owners have requested

to add content to the package. For instance, when the package is published, other content owners

can search and find the package and decide to ad content to the package. Some embodiments

search for relevant materials and automatically provide suggestions to the owner or owners of the

package and/or to other content owners to add new content to the package. f no other content-

owners want to add content to the package, the process proceeds to 3040 which is described

below.

Otherwise, the process determines (at 3025) whether the existing content owners agree to

add the new content (e.g., based on the quality of content, the price the owner wants, the access

rights the owner wants to add to the whole content or to the part that the new content owner

wants to add). If not, the process proceeds to 3020 which was described above. Otherwise, the

process receives (at 3030) content for the package along with the corresponding pricing rules and

access rights from the content owner. Adding more content to the package does not necessarily

add to the price of the content. The content owners are provided with several options to share the

price as described in "Course Material, Publication, and Content Marketplace Management"

subsection, above. In some embodiments, the new co-owner has the option to accept the existing

pricing rules an access right or to offer (subject to acceptance by other co-owners) to modify the

existing pricing rules and access rights to the whole package or to the part that is owned by the
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new co-owner. The process then adds the received content and the corresponding price and

access rights to the package. The process then proceeds to 3020 which was described above.

The process then optionally provides (at 3040) suggestions to package co-owners to find

and relevant content to add to the package. Some embodiments automatically search different

database and provide suggestions to the package owner for adding relevant material. Some

embodiments also find other content owners and publishers that might be interested to add

content to the package (e.g., by searching the users profiles) and provide suggestions both to the

package owners and to other content owners to link together or request for more content to be

added to the package. The package owners can also do searches by using the searching tools that

are described in this Specification. Examples of different methods of providing suggestions and

specialized searches are described, e.g., in subsections "Content Search, Material

Rating/Matching, and Recommendations", "Assessments", "Specialized Networking by Content

and User Profiles", "Career and Professional Information Processing". If not, the process exits.

The process determines (at 3042) whether the current owners of the package want other content

owners to join. Otherwise, the process sends (at 3045) a request for the additional content to the

owner of the additional content. The process then determines whether the owner of the additional

con tent has agreed to add content to the package. If yes, the process proceeds to 3030 which was

described above. Otherwise, the process proceeds to 3020 which was described above. After

each copy of the package is so d, the price is divided among the content owners based on the

option agreed among the content owners for sharing the price.

some embodiments, a content owner offers the full content belonging to a conventional

course as a package. Several options are provided to the purchasing user. For instance, the buyer

has the option to purchase and acquire the content only as-is at the time of purchase.

Alternatively, the buyer acquires the content along with future updates to that course content (for

example, when the owner instructor makes updates to his/her course material in the future, the

buying user gets access to all updated content under that course). Figure 3 conceptually

illustrates a process 3100 for providmg access to content for a user in some embodiments of the

invention.

As shown the process receives (at 3105) a request from a user to access content. Next

the process determines (at 3 0) whether the user only has the rights to access the requested

content as the content was at a particular time. Different embodiments consider different criteria
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for setting the access rights for an item of content. For instance, the user has purchased the

content only as-is, the user was a former student that took a course at a certain time in the past

and the instructor had decided to set the access matrix to give the former students (or this former

student) the right to access the course material as it was at the time they had registered in the

course, or the user has not purchases the content and on y a certain version of the content is free

to access. Other embodiments consider geographical location, enrollment and affiliation status

of the users (e.g., affiliated with certain institutions); educational status of users based on their

grades in certain courses, their rankings in a course or program; progress within a degree

program, grades in certain exams, or other information in the user's profile to determine the

access rights.

When the process determines that the user only has the right to access the requested

content as the content was at a particular time, the process provides (at 3 5) access to the

content as the content was at the particular time. The process then exits.

Otherwise, the process determines (at 3120) whether the user has the right to access the

requested content along with the updates. For instance, the user has purchased the content along

with the right for the updates, the user is a former student and the instructor had decided to set

access matrix to allow former students (or this former student) the right to access content along

with the updates, or the content and its updates are free. Also as discussed above, some

embodiments consider geographical location, enrollment and affiliation status of the users (e.g.,

affiliated with certain institutions); educational status of users based on their grades in certain

courses, their rankings in a course or program; progress within a degree program, grades in

certain exams or other information in the user's profile to determine the access rights. When the

process determines that the user has the right to access the requested content along with the

updates, the process provides (at 3130) access to the requested content along with the available

updates. The process then exits. Otherwise, when the user has no rights to access the content, the

process denies (at 3125) the access request. The process then exits.

As described by reference to Figure 3 1 above, some embodiments provide students with

access to course content after the students finish a course. For instance, when a student user

enrolls in course offered by an instructor in a particular year (e.g., 2010), the student gets access

to course content as of a particular date (e.g., March 1, 2010). n some embodiments, the student

user gets to keep his/her access to the course material for extended (e.g., indefinite) amount time.
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Some embodiments provide different modes of operations (e.g., based on the instructor's choice)

to implement this feature the first mode, the system takes a snapshot of course content as of

year (or the date) that the course was offered and stores the snapshot for student user's access in

the future. Whenever the student user attempts to revisit this particular course content, he/she

accesses only the course content produced or published when the student took the course (e.g., in

year 2010 or the first quarter of year 2010). In the second mode of operation, the instructor

allows the student user to be able to access course content revisions even after the year he/she

took that course (i.e., from the date that the student took the course to present date). In this mode,

the student users will also have access to all course content revisions and evolutions after the

student finished the course. As an example of this mode of operation, when student user attempts

to access a course content he/she took in year 2 0, he/she is given options to access content

revisions corresponding to years 2010, 20 , 2012, etc.

Some embodiments allow instructors to keep a record of revisions of content for the same

course from previous offerings of the same course over time. When an instructor logs into his/her

account, content created for the same course over different time intervals are available and

accessible. The instructor can then copy parts of past courses' material to a new course.

Some embodiments provide an instructor with a customizable "access matrix" where at

any time, the instructor can selectively set and filter the users (students or other instructors) with

access to his/her current or past course material. The instructor specifies some materials as out of

course materials and sets them accessible by a group of users and blocked to other groups of

users. For instance, students who are registered in course "math 01" are authorized to access to

ail materials, assignments and projects for that course. But students who are observing the course

are authorized to access the notes, but not the assignments and projects.

The instructor in some embodiments creates his/her own groups with different level of

access to available material. n this manner an individual user or a group of users can have

different levels of visibility and access to the instructor's material. The instructor ca also allow

public access (a l signed up users) to certain course materials. By contrast, in the current prior art

e-learning systems the institution controls students' access to different courses and materials.

E Content Search, Material Railng/Matehing, and Recommendations

Some embodiments utilize different methods for identifying, suggesting, and matching

similar and relevant courses and course material. Figure 3 conceptually illustrates a process
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3200 for identifying similar and correlated items, providing suggestions, and performing

searches based on the similarities and correlations. As shown, the process identifies (at 3205)

similar and correlated items such as course and course material in different databases. The

process updates and maintains (at 3210) data matrices showing the similarity and/or degree of

correlation between different courses and learning material. Some exemplary methods include:

(i) if two courses are using the same objectives and requirements in their assessment templates

this is an indication of similarity and/or correlation, (ii) if two courses are linking to the same

textbook, articles, etc., (as suggested learning material) those two courses are considered more

similar, and (iii) if student users enrolled i two courses search for and use the same content (i.e.,

publicly available content or content offered through the marketplace), those courses are tagged

and identified as correlated/similar.

information elements to update the correlation matrices include the search pattern

behaviors and tagging and linking of course materials by users. For example, when a student user

searches for material and finds relevant helpful material, he/she ca save the desired items by

tagging and saving them under a course under his/her account. The system then assigns a

correlation factor (or matching factor) between that course and that material. The material can be

a publicly posted material (e.g. on the Internet) or a material offered through the system's

marketplace. The system then utilizes these tagging results and corresponding graphs (collected

from all users in the system) to improve search results and make relevant material suggestions to

users.

Process 3200 then utilizes the information in the data matrices and based on similarity,

reiatedness, and relevancy of material provides (at 3212) suggestions to users to link to each

other, to share, buy, or sell educational material, to join or teach a course, to create a content

package, etc. These suggestions are also utilized in different embodiments of the invention to

facilitate searching for or finding different items. The process then determines (at 3215) whether

the user has performed a search that returned similar or correlated items. If not, the process

presents (at 3220) the search results by displaying the results or by generating a file or a report

based on the search results. The process then exits. Otherwise, the process presents (at 3225) the

search results to the user and identifies the similar and/or correlated items in the search report by

using the maintained matrices. The process then exits. In some embodiments, correlation and

matching factors are utilized as following for improved material search experience. Assume user
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searches for educational material under one of his/her courses C. The system has identified a

set of courses sufficiently correlated with course C. The system also maintains list of a l

materials tagged or used by a l users enrolled in that set of correlated courses. Now when user U

searches for material, all those materials are considered correlated and are (i) color-coded and

highlighted/displayed as items used by others for similar courses, (ii) or are displayed at the top

of search results.

Some embodiments provide specialized ranking and rating methods to improve searching

and matching of available content as well as providing customized recommendations and

material suggestions based o evaluation of content's quality. Figure 33 conceptual ly illustrates

a process 3300 for providing specialized ranking and rating in some embodiments of the

invention. As shown, the process gathers and processes (at 3305) information from various

sources to quantify the quality of rating and assessment provided by various sources for content,

courses, mstractors, etc., available within the system (material posted by users or offered through

the marketplace). Such quantifications are then used to accordingly scale and weight the

contribution of each rating in the final/overall rating. One source of rating assessment is

feedback from users who have accessed and viewed the content. As described below, users'

educational profiles and backgrounds are used to accordingly scale or filter the impact of their

feedback and rating of a course or course material in the overall rating and evaluation of that

course or course material. In some embodiments, the users are directly requested to provide their

rating of a course material, course, instructor, program, etc. (e.g., through a survey or rating

buttons or comment page). In other embodiments, the user's interest and rating of a content or

course is indirectly gathered and evaluated by the system (the fact that a user accesses or links to

a content item under a course is taken as an indication of usefulness of that item).

In both of these embodiments, along with storing and considering the rating and interest

by each user, the following information elements are also collected and stored in connection with

each rating. Educational profile information elements include: user type (e.g. instructor vs.

enrolled student vs. auditing student, etc.), user's affiliated institution, user's geographical

region, user's educational history (previous affiliated institutions), user's educational success

(ranking, grade, completed degrees, etc.) in past courses/programs, user's specialization major

(electrical engineering, mathematics, etc.), user's final earned degree, user's own

performance/assessment evaluations (e.g., if user is a student, instructors' evaluation of that
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student user or if user is an instructor, the assessment results of that instructor), user's career

status (e.g., job status, companies worked for, years of career experience, latest job position), etc.

The process then scales (at 3210) each user's ranking, rating, or assessment of an item based on

the information collected about the user. Once the above information elements are attached to

each co ected rating, the system utilizes the database to provide specialized, comprehensive, and

customizable rating and recommendation for a content item. There are several methods that the

above is implemented.

The process determines (at 33 0) whether to use users' educational information in

calculating the overall rating, ranking, or assessment of items. If not, the process proceeds to

3325 which is described below. Otherwise, the process scales (at 3315) the impact of each user's

rating, ranking, or assessment of an item based o the information collected about the user. The

process then calculates (at 3320) the overall rating, ranking, or assessment of each item as a

weighted sum of rating ranking, or assessment done by individual users. In this method, the

educational elements associated with a rating user are translated and mapped into scaling factors.

These scaling factors are then used to scale the feedback and rating by each user. For instance

consider users U and U2 give ratings of Rl and R2 to a content/course item. Then assume the

educational background of Ul (e.g., his ranking in the course) is mapped to a scaling factor Si

(between 0 and 1; 1 being the highest scaling) and similarly scaling factor S2 is derived for user

U2. Then the overall rating of the content item is calculated as a weighted sum:

(R l * S 1 + R2 * S2) / (S1 + S2)

n some embodiments, scaling factor S itself is calculated based on a function of more

granular scaling factors S - (based on ranking in the class). S -2 (based on career success), SI-

3 (performance rating of the user), and so on, where S = func (S -1, Sl-2, Sl-3,...). The

process then proceeds to 3340 which is described below.

The process determines (at 3325) whether to utilize usage of items in calculating the

items' ratings, rankings, or assessments. If not the process proceeds to 3335 which is described

below. Otherwise, the process calculates (at 3330) the overall rating, ranking, or assessment of

each item as a weighted sum of different usages of the item. In this method, the content rating is

indirectly/implicitly derived from the usages of that content by other users and for various

courses. Consider a content item C (e.g., a book, book chapter, software application, exam, exam

solution, software tutori al /training video c ip etc.). The following information is gathered by the
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system for rating/assessment of item C : (i) student users who have downloaded and/or linked to

item C in relation to any of their enrolled courses (in the past or present), (ii) instructor users

who have listed (linked to) item C as a primary/mandatory material for their courses, (iii)

instructor users who have listed item C as a recommended/optional material for their courses,

(iv) employers who have linked to item C as a relevant/required/desired material for their job

postings, (v) other users (e.g., non-enrolled students) who have downloaded or accessed the item

C for individual readings. The system then calculates and assigns a partial rating number to each

of above categories. For input (i) above, R l is calculated as a function (e.g., a monotonia

function) of number of those student users, amount of time spent by those users accessing or

viewing the item C , ratings of their affiliated schools, and educational and career success of

those student users. For input (ii), R 2 is calculated as a function (e.g., a monotonia function) of

number of those instructors, ratings and assessments of those instructors and courses, number of

other instructors linked to each listing instructors with an insrructor-to-instructor link type,

accumulated number of students instructed (lifetime) by each listing instructor, number of

courses taught by each listing instructor, number of funding grants awarded. For input (iii),

similar to input (ii), R3 is calculated as a function (e.g., a monotonic function) of those

instructors, ratings and assessments of those instructors and courses, number of other instructors

linked to each listing instructors wit a instructor-to-instructor link type, accumulated number

of students instructed (lifetime) by each listing instructor, number of courses taught by each

listing instructor, number of funding grants awarded. For input (iv), R4 is calculated as a

function (e.g., a monotonic function) of number of job postings listing the item C, size of

employers (e.g., number of employees, market size, etc.) listing item C , rating of the employers

listing item C (e.g., average salary, growth rate). Once partial ratings 1 1, 2, R3, and R4 are

calculated as descried above, then the overall rating is calculated as a function in the form of

func(Rl, R2, R3, R4). Exemplary and simple realizations of this function may be

(R1+R2+R3+R4) / 4 and RlxR2xR3xR4.

Process 3300 then proceeds to 3340 which is described below. The process uses (at 3335)

a combination or hybrid of rating calculations based on both users' educational information and

usages of the items. The process then stores (at 3340) the overall ratings, rankings, and

assessments of different items. In some embodiments, the user is given the option to define,

customize, or modify the functions used in any of the above options (e.g., adjust weighting
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factors). These customizations are then stored for the user and applied for future

searches/recommendations.

Figure 34 conceptually illustrates an example of the flow for rating assessment of a

content item in some embodiments of the invention. As shown the overall rating function 3405

for concent item C receives several inputs; three of them are shown in Figure 34. In this

example the overall rating function for content item C uses partial rating functions R l 3415 R2

3420, and 13 3425.

The database 3410 stores different educational and professional profiles and information

for all users in different roles, students, instructors, employers, administrators, etc. The database

also stores ratings and assessments of all users. Content items and their usage are also stored in

the database. After student user S downloads content item C, the fact that S has downloaded

item C (shown as box 3430) is used to update the results of the partial rating Rl function.

Assume that R l 3415 is a function of number of student users accessing item C, amount of time

spent by those users accessing or viewing the item C, ratings of their affiliated schools, and

educational and career success of those student users. After S downloads content C, the number

of students accessing C is increased by one (assuming that this is the first time S is accessing

content C). S 's history, rating, profile, etc. (shown as box 3435) which are saved in the

database are used as scaling factor to weight the downloading of item C by S in assessing the

rating of item C. Even if SI had accessed item C before accessing item C by S again is a factor

that affects the results of function Rl i some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 34 also shows that instructor 1 has recommended item € (shown as box 3440).

The results of partial rating R2 function 3420 is updated to consider recommendation of item C

by . information regarding s history, assessments, profile, etc., (shown as box 3445) is used

as scaling factor to weight the effects of recommending item C by II.

The figure also shows that instructor employer user E has required item C (e.g., taking a

course that used item C as a required reading material) as a pre-condition or as an advantage in

getting employment by employer E . The results of partial rating R3 function 3425 is updated to

consider requirement of item C by E (shown as box 3450). Information regarding E 's history

assessments profile, etc., (shown as box 3455) is used as scaling factor to weight the effects of

requiring item C by E . Using the results of partial rating functions 3415-3425, the overall rating

of item C is updated. The updated rating and assessment are stored back (as shown by the box
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3460) i the database 3410. The assessment and rating of item C are used for future searching

and making suggestions for item C.

Referring back to Figure 33, the process determines (at 3345) whether a user wants to

perform searching based on specialized rankings, ratings, or assessments. If not, the process

proceeds to 3355 which is described below. Otherwise, the process filters (at 3350) the search

based on the specialized ranking criteria received from the user. A user that searches for

materials, instructors, schools, etc., based on other users' ratings and recommendations is given

the option to customize and filter the rating samples being used for his/her search in some

embodiments. Several customized search options are provided in some embodiments where a

searching user asks the system to only use certain user categories' feedback/rating in performing

the search and calculation of rating for the content items and sorting of the matching items. The

followings are examples of filtering and categorizations used by the searching user in some

embodiments: (i) feedback/rating from users with grades B or higher, (ii) feedback from users

affiliated with school SI, S2, ... (iii) users with Ph.D. degrees, (iv) users ranking in top 5% of

their classes, (v) users with instructor role, (vi) users with student role, (vii) users at bottom 10%

of their classes, (viii) users who purchased the item, and (ix) users who got employed after their

last degree graduation.

The process utilizes the specialized ranking, rating, and assessment information to

provide (at 3355) different suggestions to users. n some embodiments, the system performs

"matching analysis" to evaluate correlation, matching, and rating of content items from a user's

perspective or a course. Some embodiments utilize the following information categories: (i)

content items that are correlated or related to a course taken by a user (using the methods

discussed above) and (ii) the rating and feedback from all other users for those identified relevant

content items (as described above). These embodiments then rank those relevant items (based on

rating calculations) and suggest, e.g., the top 1 or 3 or 5 items to the user under his/her account

or under the course. The suggested links include: textbooks, course notes, exam samples,

problem samples, problem solutions, software samples, video lectures, seminars, tutorials, etc.

n addition to the above criteria, process 3300 utilizes one or more of the followings to

perform the rating and matching calculations described above. Some embodiments perform the

rating and matching calculations using feedback only from a subset of users based on the target

user's educational background. For example, if a student user is ranked in bottom 20% of a
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course, the system makes suggestions only using feedback from student users that rank in bottom

20% of their courses.

Some embodiment use "accumulated or group success" of students enrolled in a course,

school, program, or instructor as a rating factor in quantifying the final rating of those course

materials, schools, instructors, programs, etc. "Success" factors include: professional track

record (rating of subsequent schools att ended jobs attained), future degrees completed (e.g.

B.S., M.S., Ph.D.), performance on various examinations, other users' feedbacks and ratings, etc.

As an example, some embodiments provide rating for school S (course C, course note N,

instructor I, program P, etc.) based on cumulative statistics of post-graduation professional

successes of students who attended that school .

A rating an recommending capability is provided in some embodiments based on course

material recommendations b other instructor users. This is a special case of another

embodiment where on y feedback and information from category of instructor users are used for

rating and evaluation of content items. The system database stores the information on course

material (e.g., textbooks, course notes by an instructor, lab examples, etc.) that are being

recommended by other instructors as primary or complementary material for their courses. The

system processes this data in different ways to provide ranking rating, and recommending of

content to other users. For example, in some embodiments the system provides searching, rating,

and suggestion based on number of instructors who have tagged or recommended a piece of

content as mandatory/complementary course material for their offered courses. In some

embodiments, this rating is based on: (i) number of instructors, (ii) accumulative number of

students enrolled into those instructors' courses, (iii) latest number of instructors and/or students

using that material, (iv) accumulation number of users that used that material over a period of

time, and (v) weighted summation where each instructor in the summation is scaled

proportionally by the "rating' of instructor, school, program (where "rating" is calculated by the

system as described i this document).

n some embodiments, the rating and recommending of courses, content, programs,

schools, etc., is customized through the information provided by graduated students based on

level of usefulness of such content/courses in their career success/functions. The system

processes all the data provided by graduated students and provides ratings/recommendations

based on cumulative career successes of the users recommending those courses content,
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programs, schools, etc. Career success factors include: financial compensation, job satisfaction,

ease of acquiring jobs, etc. Additionally, the system provides specialized ratings, suggestions

based on a course, content, program's cumulative contribution to users' career successes and

functions.

n one mode of content delivery, users access content only through the system in an

online manner (without downloading content to their local computers). In this mode, the system

keeps track of amount of time spent by a user viewing each piece of content (with a breakdown

of time spent per each page of content). This information is the used as an additional factor in

rating a content, course, author, etc.

F. History of User Activities

Some embodiments maintain a history of student and instructor users' activities. These

embodiments save the educational and professional history of users. For students, this history'

includes: all past courses taken in different institutions (which covers institutions and instructors

offering those courses), grades, class rankings, reviews/feedbacks by instructors, course

materials, submitted homework, etc. For instructors, this history includes: all past courses offered

(which covers institutions affiliated with while offering those courses), student reviews and

comments, assessment and evaluation outcomes, course materials, review/comments/ratings of

offered course materials, etc.

Each user (student or instructor) has full control on accessibility of about history

elements by other users through comprehensive customizable "access matrices". For instance, a

student user authorizes a list of "instructor" users to have access to history of his/her information

elements. As another example, an instructor user authorizes a list of "grant administrators" to

have access to his/her h stor information elements.

The system keeps and maintains this history as long as the user remains a member of the

system. For instance, the system keeps all the materials, assignments' answers and submitted

projects of student users. In addition, every user is provided a remote storage capacity by the

system that is used to store data in the cloud. This space is partitioned into subsections dedicated

to the courses that student users are enrolled in or courses created by instructor users. Users save

ail their files and activities (intermediate work-in-progress fi les documents, software source

code, etc.) related to each course (the ones that are not necessarily submitted for the course) in
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the dedicated space for that course. The system archives and freezes all this information when

the course is finished for the user's future access and reference.

G. Category of Courses Offered

Some embodiments allow individual users unaffiliated with any educational institution to

also create accounts with instructor functionality. These accounts utilize the same learning

management capabilities as school-affiliated instructors. These accounts are used for various

other courses offered by ordinary individuals and/or non-educational institutions in some

embodiments. The course marketing, offering, material distribution, grading, certification, fee-

collection (if applicable), and evaluation are all managed by the system. The categories of

courses offered include: (i) an individual offering basic tutoring classes, (ii) an individual

offering basic college courses such as math/calculus, high-school biology, etc., (iii) instructors

developing online course offerings independent of specific institutions, (iv) individuals offering

other types of instructional classes such as cooking classes, classes for various hobbies such as

chess playing, guitar lessons, etc., (v) corporations offering training to employees, (vi)

extracurricular school lessons and activities, (vii) companies offering courses on operating and

working with their products, etc. In the context of this invention, the terms "educational",

" instructor", and "student" are used broadly to refer to any learning interaction, any individual

providing some sort of instruction or advice or lecture or presentation, and any individual

interested in signing up to access the material for learning or general knowledge. These terms are

not used to refer exclusively to the educational experience that is limited to school, college, or

universi ty environments .

H. Grade and Course Materia! Exchange

A customizable interface is provided in some embodiments where final grades of enrolled

students are exchanged with the database and servers of the corresponding educational

institutions. The disclosed system is not affiliated with any institution and functions

independently. However, the system provides an interface and the technology where instructors

can send the enrolled students' grades to the corresponding educational institution.

An instructor user uses the system to enter and process all grades for homework,

midterms, finals, projects, etc. At the end, student users enrolled in a course receive a final grade

in the system. The instructor then uses that fi na grade in the system and passes that as the grades

for enrolled students towards their degrees. In some embodiments, the system provides an
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Application Programming Interface (API) to an institution's internal software so that grades are

communicated electronically through that AP In some embodiments, the instructor user saves

final grades into a file (as text, Excel spreadsheet, etc.) and then uses that file data to upload

grades to the institution's grade database.

Some embodiments provide an API for users to port or exchange course material and

information from existing course management systems. For instance an instructor user that

already has an account with another online educational system (with some courses already set up

there) utilizes the provided API to exchange course material (notes, instructions, homework,

solutions, etc.) between the two systems. If the user provides the system with his/her username

and password for the other online system, the system automatically extracts all his/her data (e.g.,

notes, assignments, and projects) and transfers them to his/her account in the disclosed system

under a new course and consistent with the system's format and infrastructure. This option is

provided to facilitate the creation of new courses under the system (just as a starting point) for

users who are migrating from other course management systems. Once the migration for a course

is done through the provided API, the instructor user is then able to make adjustments and

upgrades to the migrated material and the course by and taking advantage of all other tools and

options provided by the system.

I . Statistical Analysis

Some embodiments provide tools to perform comprehensive statistical analysis based on

public or private information elements related to student and instructor users. The system utilizes

its comprehensive database on students, instructors, courses, materials, rankings, ratings,

reviews, schools, departments, major programs, job postings, etc., and creates reports, charts and

comparison studies.

J. Assessments

Some embodiments provide "assessment packages ' . An assessment package includes

course objectives and a questioner matrix which evaluates and quantifies the course performance

on each course objectives. Additionally an assessment package in some embodiments contains

association between course objectives and the students' grades and performance on homework

and projects covering each course objective. The course objectives in some embodiments are

categorized as "desired" or "required" items to be learned in the course.
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One metric used in some embodiments for assessing and evaluating a course (besides

other methods described herein) is how successfully a course contributes to the outcome of other

subsequent courses that use this course as a prerequisite. For instance, assume course A has

certain topics as course objectives. Those course objectives are given as prerequisites for course

B. n this case, if a student takes course A followed by course B, then this student's success in

course B (e.g., when the student receives a good grade in course B) is used as an indicator for

performance of course A . n this example, the assessment package for course B includes a list of

prerequisites of the course which includes course A . The system uses the high evaluation of

course B as an indicator for course A's good performance.

An assessment package in some embodiments contains test questions on materials and

objectives that are supposed to be covered in the course (correct answers included). In some

assessment packages, students are asked to rate the effectiveness of course material (e.g., book

chapters, software, video lectures, etc.) on understanding specific goals of the course. The system

co Sects the above information to rate and suggest learning material per learning objective. For

instance if many courses list learning differential equations as a course objective, then many

assessment packages in the system collect information on learning tools on differential

equations. The collected statistics are used to rate and suggest rating tools for this particular

objective.

Assessment packages are used to assess and evaluate courses. A user has the option of

using one or more assessment packages to evaluate a course. A combination of assessment

packages can be used to assess a program, degree and eventually a institution. Assessment

packages are either global where a general assessment package is used by different users or local

where a user creates his/her customized assessment package. An example of a general

assessment package is an assessment package created by an administrator user and used by ail

the instructors affiliated with the administrator's institution. The users have the ability to search

for existing assessment packages and mix and match different segments from different packages

and create a specialized course assessment for their own purpose. Grant administrators can also

create their own assessment packages and ask instructors to use them.

When existing assessment packages are used by multiple courses, a comparative analysis

between assessment outcomes from different courses is provided by the system. The system

creates specialized reports from assessment packages for different user types e.g., grant
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administrators. For instance an administrator with access to the assessment package data from

different courses (for example district principal), is provided with comparative analysis across a l

courses taught by instructors affiliated by that district. An assessment package itself can be

ranked by users e.g., instructors and administrators. The assessment packages with higher

rankings would be used by more instructors and administrators.

Some embodiments correlate student's performance with funding grant. As an example

when a student receives a scholarship the grant agency administrator can enter the grant's

information (amount of grant, start/end dates) to the system and attach the grant data to the

student user's account. Once the student user approves the request the grant administrator user

will gain access to student's performance for a period of time. The student's performance can

include grades, rankings, notes from instructors, homework grades, etc.

Some embodiments correlate course/instructor assessments with teaching/research

funding. For instance when an instructor receives a teaching/research fund, the grant agency

administrator enters the grant's information (amount of grant, start/end dates) and attaches that

grant data to the instructor user's account. Once the instructor user approves the request, the

grant administrator user gains access to course/instructor assessments for a period of time. The

grant administrator compares the assessments for this instructor against the other instructors'

assessments. The grant administrator recommends or enforces certain assessment packages for a

period of time.

A grant or institution administrator creates assessment packages and/or templates for

different courses and enforces them as default assessment for the courses under his/her affiliation

in some embodiments. The benefit is to apply a unified assessment package across different

courses. For instance, USC math department chairperson creates a unified assessment for math

101 course and enforces that as the package used by math 101 any time offered by a USC math

instructor (i.e., if that course is affiliated with USC math department). As another example, the

Los Angeles School District administrator creates an assessment package for course history and

enforces all history courses across Los Angeles School District to use that package for their

assessment. Instead of creating a new package, such administrator users search for existing

packages, select one, and enforce that selected/recommended one to all courses affiliated.

Users' educational profiles are used in some embodiments to accordingly scale or filter

the impact of their evaluations in the overall rating and evaluation of a material. Educational
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profile information elements used to scale and weight the evaluation of a user includes: user

functionality (instructor vs. student), user's affiliated school, user s affiliated school, user's

geographical area, user's educational history, user's success (ranking, grade, etc.) in past courses,

user's specialization major, user's final earned degree, user's own performance evaluations (if

student, by his/her instructors, if instructor, by his/her students), user's career status (e.g.,

companies worked for, years of career experience, latest job position), etc.

Some embodiments rank assessment packages to enable instructors to choose a better

package. Assessment packages are be searched and filtered based on the different criteria such

as: (i) number of instances a package has been used for different courses (affiliated to different

institutions and over different time periods), (ii) filtering based on the frequency of usage by a

specific institution (e.g., search for and use packages that are commonly used in courses

affiliated with USC), (iii) filtering based on who has created or recommended a particular

package (e.g., institution administrators or grant administrators recommendations takes a higher

weight), and (iv) students and instructors rating of the assessment packages (e.g., a rating of from

l to 5).

Some embodiments bundle courses with common roots when creating rating, reviews,

assessments, etc. for these courses. For instance, assume that instructor II is teaching math 101

in years 2010, 201 1 , and 2012. Since this is effectively the same course (but offered at different

years and to different student users), the system uses this information in some embodiments to

combine and collect the ratings, reviews, assessments, etc. for these three courses under a root

course math 101 . In this case, the user I assigns a these three courses under root math 101 for

reviews, evaluations, assessments, etc.

1. Graph-based joint assessment

Some embodiments consider the history and trajectory of courses and students over time

to assess the performance and outcome of a course or instructor. Each group of events related to

a course or a student is considered as a node of the graph which is related to other nodes of the

graph by one or more dependencies. If a course (or students enrolled in a course) leads to future

successful events (e.g., high performance follow-on courses, successful job acquisitions,

successful admission rates, etc), those subsequent successes are taken into account for adjusting

the assessments. Similarly, unsuccessful future events are taken into account for adjusting the

assessment. These information elements are utilized in addition to questionnaires and other
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means provisioned in assessment packages for further improvement in performance

quantification.

Figure 35 conceptually illustrates an example of how the interconnections between

courses and job postings are used to improve course and instructor assessment accuracy in some

embodiments of the invention. In this example, there are links and information elements between

the courses and job postings that are utilized for assessment purposes. Such links and

interdependencies include: (i) students who advance from course to course, (ii) topics that are

common amongst course or are objectives of a course while prerequisite of another course, (iii)

skills, topics, courses that are listed as requirements for job postings, and (iv) students who

complete a course and successfully receive a job offer in response to a job posting.

As shown in node 3505 in the example of Figure 35, course C is offered by instructor

user I in year 2000. Students SA and SB are enrolled in this course (several other students are

enrolled as well). The course objectives are Tl and T2 (e.g., calculus and differential equations).

As shown in node 3510, course C2 is offered by instructor user 12 in the following year (i.e., year

2001). Students SA and SB who have completed course CI in 2000 are enrolled in course C2 as

well. Two new objectives and/or topics T3 and T4 are given for course C2 by the assessment

package. Furthermore, topic T l is given as prerequisites for course C2. Furthermore, as shown in

node 3515, employer E creates a job posting with the system and lists course C2 as a relevant-

desired course for the opening. Employer E also lists topic T3 as a skill requirement for the

opening. Student user SB qualifies for the job posting and receives an offer.

The fo owing links and events are detected and identified by the system and used to link

the assessment quantifications between the courses. Each event described below triggers an

adjustment in assessments for courses C and C2 (on top of results out of assessment packages).

Since objectives of course C (e.g., topics Tl) are used as prerequisites of course C2, depending

on the number students graduated from C and then enrolled in C2, a high overall performance

assessment for C2 propagates back to improve Cl's assessment through a scaling factor. Vice

versa, a negative performance for C2 degrades C 's assessment through a scaling factor.

Students SA and SB's high performance in C2 (e.g., improvement from C to C2, higher

grades/ranking In C2, etc.) impacts and improves Cl's assessment.
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Since C2 is listed as a desired course for a job posting, C2's assessment is improved

through a weighting factor (depending on the number of job posting Listing course C2 as a

desired course).

Since a job posting has listed topic T3 as a required skill, in any assessment package that

topic T3 is listed as an objective (e.g., course C2), that course objective gets a higher weighting

factor in overall assessment calculation.

Since student SB receives a job offer (to the posting by employer E), this event triggers

following adjustment in assessment figures: (i) an improvement in the performance assessment

figures for course C2 (with some scaling factor) and course C (with a different scaling factor)

due to the job offer event and the fact that student SB attended courses C2 and C with

objectives relevant to the job requirements, (ii) questionnaires, ratings, reviews by student SB get

a boost in their weighting factor triggered by the job offer event, (iii) triggered by the job offer

event, objective T3 gets a higher weight in assessment of course C2's assessment, and (iv)

course material (homework, book chapters, notes, applications) that contributed to objective T3

in C2 and T in C would get a higher rating/review and higher weighting factor in assessments

iv Specialized Networking b Content and User Profiles

Some embodiments provide for networking among the users (students, instructors, and

other roles) utilizing the "educational a d/or functional" information elements associated with a

user's account/role. A student user's profile exploits user's educational information elements

such as institutions attended, courses taken, course outcomes (if authorized by students), etc. An

instructor user's profile exploits user's educational information elements such as institutions

affiliated with, courses taught, assessment and ratings for the taught courses, rating of published

course materials, etc. Some embodiments also exploit the links between member students and

instructors to enhance the quality and effectiveness of networking (social or professional) among

system's registered users. Such exploited links may include: (i) a link indicating two users have a

student-instructor relation (automatically identified by the system since the student user is

enrolled in a course offered by the instructor user), (ii) a link indicating classmate relation, (iii) a

link indicating a buyer to content owner relation (automatically identified by the system when a

user purchases a content item). Some embodiments provide networking and interaction

capabilities by utilizing the database information elements and collected information from all
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types of users and the relations inks identified or established among users. The following

describes networking features provided in some embodiments of the invention.

Figure 36 conceptually illustrates specialized networking features of some embodiments.

In this example, Student S has taken couse C and has purchased item M l (as shown by 3605).

Also, Student 82 has taken course CI (as shown by 3610). In addition, instructor I has offered

course CI (as shown by 3415) and instructor 2 has authored item Ml (as shown by 3420).

As shown, the above actions by users SI , S2, I , and 2 create several networking links

among these users. Some or all of these links are created automatically i some embodiments.

Since students S and S2 are taking course CI, they are linked (as shown by link 3625) together

as classmates. Students SI and 2 are also linked by the corresponding student-to-instructor links

3630 and 3635 to instructor I I .

In addition, since student has purchased item and instructor 2 has authored ,

SI and I I are connected by the buyer-to-content-owner link 3640 which, e.g., allows the system

to determine what access rights S has to item based o accessing rights that 2 has set as

owner of item M for the purchasers of item M . As shown, instructors and 2 are also linked

by the instructor-to-instructor link 3645. The instructor-to-instructor links allow, e.g., instructors

to offer each other to share course material, to co-own material, to publish packages, etc.

Figure 37 conceptually illustrates a process 3700 for providing specialized networks in

some embodiments of the invention. As shown, the process identifies (at 3705) different

relationships between a user and other users. In some embodiments, users search and identify

other similar users and tag them based on the relationships. For instance, instructors search and

identify other instructors who offer similar or related courses in other institutions (using the

system's database search engine). Some embodiments identify similarities between the users

such as different instructors and provide suggestion for the users to link. The users can then add

the other users to th eir list of professional friends or connected users. For instance, student users

enrolled in the same course see a hyperlink list of their classmates in each of their courses in

some embodiments. They then choose to add one or more of those classmates to their list of

professional friends or connected classmates.

The process then provides (at 3710) communication channels between professional

friends in the for of: message, text, voice message, and real-time voice and video

communication. For example, those connected users (with this relation type) can chat
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directly/instantly (unlike the chat limitations imposed for other relation types). Also the

messages exchanged associated with this relation type are color coded differently or grouped into

a dedicated folder automatically. Furthermore, instructors can then request, consult, or share

course materials and experiences with their professional friends (e.g., other instructors tlirough

the system).

The system provides communication channels between professional friends in the form

of message, text, voice message, and real-time voice and video communication. Furthermore,

students can then interact with others students/instructors (in their list) through the system to

request, consult, or share course materials and experiences or perform joint projects. Users can

continue their interactions even after completing their joint courses (current classmate status

changed to former classmates after completion of a course).

In some embodiments, users tag their relationship with each professional friend y a

different "relationship type" based on the type of professional relationship between them.

Relation types include: "instructor to instructor", "student to current-instructor", "student to

former-instructor", "classmate to classmate", "instructor to former-student", "student to same-

major-student", "student to same-schooi-student", "student to content-owner", "instructor to

content-owner", "buyer to content-author". Some of these categories are determined and entered

by the user while some are automatically figured ou by the system when the relationships are

automatically identifiable. When a user purchases a piece of content offered by another user,

some embodiments automatically establish a relationship of type "buyer to content-author"

between the purchasing user and the content author or owner. This relationship categorization

enables a distinguished communication channel between the both sides. The purchasing user can

then use the system to provide feedback/comments to content owner. The messages from a buyer

to a content owner are identified automatically and grouped into a dedicated folder for ease of

access by the content owner/author.

Depending on relation type with a user, some embodiments provide customized or

specialized networking or communication options and capabilities tailored towards that relation

type. For a relationship confirmed as "instructor to instructor" by both users; some embodiments

allow for mutual access to course content among the two users (sharing of course material if

confirmed by both sides).
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Some embodiments allow for message passing between different users. Message passing

can be channeled through regular email or a built-in mailbox within each user's account with the

system. Some embodiments allow for filtering or tagging of messages between different users

based on their relationship category. For instance, messages from "student to current-instructor"

category friends are routed or organized separately for quick access and response. In some

embodiments "instructor to instructor" category friends would have their messages tagged with

gher priority (e.g., different folder, different color, etc.).

Referring back to Figure 37, the process determines (at 3715) whether the user want to

hide any relationships. Some embodiments allow the users to disclose (publicly) or hide the type

of their relationships with other users within the system. If not, the process proceeds to 3725

which is described below. Otherwise, the process hides (at 3720) the relationships identified by

the user from the public view (e.g., by changing an attribute of the relationship to make it

invisible to the public).

The process then optionally determines (at 3725) whether (i) the user wants to search the

database using specialized relationships between other users (e.g., all students instructed by

instructor I) and/or (ii) the user wants to search using the specialized relationships between the

user and other users (e.g., all my students that got grade B or better). The process then performs

(at 3730) the search using the specialized relationships when applicable, the process also utilizes

other searching criteria disclosed in "Content Search, Material Rating/Matching, and

Recommendations" subsection above in addition to utilizing the specialized relationships. The

process then exits. n some embodiments, users use these relation types for searching or

perfomiing other tasks. For example, assume an instructor or school admin user A l is interacting

with student user S . This may be related to an admission or financial aid application by user SI

submitted to the school that user A l is affiliated with. Then user A (as part of the application

processing flow) performs a search an finds all other users in the system that have (currently or

in the past) an instructor-to-student relation with user SI. Based on permissions configured by

user SI, then user A uses the system to contact those related users to inquire or request

feedback on their interactions with user S . As another example, a user U is interested to buy a

content item from author user 1 . Then the user U searches for ail users in the system that have

author-to-student relation with user II . This provides the user U with a list of students who have

purchased a learning material authored by user II. The perspective buyer user U then contacts
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those users (based on permissions configured by user II) to get the direct feedback of users who

have purchased an item from the same author.

L. Career and Professional Information Processing

As part of the learning management system's functionality of some embodiments, the

users have the option to provide their professional "information elements" to further improve

services they receive from the system. These options are provided even after graduation or

completion of courses and even if the users are no longer actively enrolled in the courses. These

information elements are used to both improve the services offered to that user, as well as

sendees offered to other users. The following describes the information elements and how the

system utilizes and processes them.

Figure 39 conceptually illustrates a process 3900 for linking career and professional

information with educational profiles in some embodiments of the invention. As shown, the

process receives (at 3905) professional job information and job history. The user is given the

option to provide his/her professional job information and job history to the system. This

information includes jobs during or after school attendance. The database elements include:

name of company, job title and responsibilities, job requirements, his/her job satisfaction,

company's field of business, career field categorizations, years at the job, salary and

compensation information (if desired), an mandatory or preferred expertise required for the job,

etc.

Next, the process receives (at 3910) the access rights the user wants to give to others to

access his/her professional information. The system in some embodiments gives full access

permission control to the user. The user decides whether the above career and professional

information can be shared, disclosed, accessed, or utilized (anonymously) for rating purposes.

Next, the process receives (at 3915) assessment information. The user is given the

capability to provide assessment information linking his/her job functions, successes, and

achievements to his/her education background. For instance, for each job period, the user is

asked to determine: (i) courses and instructors with impact (e.g., level of 0- 0) in getting that job

and performing its functions, (ii) programs, degrees, trainings helpful (e.g., level of 0-10) in

receiving that job and performing its functions, (iii) educational content helpful (e.g., level of 0-

10) in receiving that job and performing its functions, (iv) the user's recommendations on

courses and educational content helpful in achieving, performing, and sustaining that job, (v)
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salary and/or financial compensation corresponding to the job period, and (vi) personal

satisfaction corresponding to the job period.

Next, the process utilizes and correlates (at 3920) the information elements corresponding

to professional track-record of users in order to rate courses, content, instructors, schools, and

programs. For instance, opinions of users with "better" professional track-records get higher

weighting factors in quantifying the quality and rating of content courses schools etc. The

process then exits.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 40 conceptually illustrates the overall architecture of some embodiments of the

invention. As shown, the user devices 4005 interact with databases 4010-4020 and software tools

4025-4065 through a set of centralized or distributed server computers 4070 which are

networked through different connectivity. For instance, some users may use wireless link (WiFi,

cellular) to connect to the system while others use wired Ethernet, optical link, etc., to connect to

the system. Furthermore, different devices ca be used to interact with the system (PC with

regular web interface, smartphones, iPads).

The user include students, instructors, institution administrators, grant administrators,

employers, software tool application developers and other vendors, publishers, advertisers, etc.

These users access the system through their computing devices such as computers, mobile

devices, PDAs, etc.

A, Examples of Software Tools

Figure 40 shows several examples of the software tools that are provided in some

embodiments of the invention. Management of "Student" and "Instructor" functionalities tool

4025 manages all functionalities related to course management by student and instructor users.

Course material uploading, posting, viewing, and downloading are performed by this tool.

Management of "Institution Administrator" and "Grant Administrator" functionalities

software tool 4030 manages ail functionalities related to "Institution/Grant Administrator".

Granting access to assessment/reviews of corresponding instructors and supporting different

performance analysis/metrics are performed by this tool. Various assessment platforms (created

by instructor, created by administrator user, ported from other accounts, etc.) are enabled and

managed by this tool. Performance tracking and comparative features are provided to analyze the

performance of different instructors: (i) over time, (ii) from course to course, (iii) compared to
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other instructors with comparable courses, (iv) based on different assessment criteria/platforms,

(v) course outcome for different percentiles (top 10%, bottom 10%, etc.), and (vi) review/ratings

categorized based on rating students' course performance and history. The tool 4030 allows for

saving, storing, sharing, and emailing of the reports.

Course material ratings, rankings, evaluations, search, and suggestions software too! 4035

manages and categorizes all evaluations and ratings of courses and course materials. The tasks

include: (i) managing assessments/reviews/ratings of courses/instructors/notes by enrolled

student users, (ii) managing, filtering, and categorizing ratings of courses/instructors/ 'notes by ail

other users (e.g., non-enrolled users), (iii) providing suggestions to different users (e.g., students,

instructors) o other course materials that may potentially help/interest them based on analyzing

the profiles/history of the users, and (iv) providing search capability that is customized based on

the user's profile/history using the searching tool.

Authentication and Configurable Permissions software tool 4040 manages login/access

authentication for all users as well as all configurable access permissions. This includes

managing: (i) permissions to enrolled student users by an instructor user to access course

materials, (ii) permissions to institution/grant administrator users by related instructor users to

access evaluation/assessment/outcome data, (iii) customized/filtered public access to published

items (e.g., only students enrolled in courses math 101, algebra 101 are given access to math 102

course material by its instructor), (iv) permissions by a student user to another user (e.g.,

prospective employers, admissions offices, research advisors) to access his/her academic history

(e.g., courses taken, grades, rankings, evaluations/comments by instructors), (v) permissions by

an instructor user to another user (e.g., prospective students, prospective hiring schools) to access

his/her academic history (e.g., courses offered, course material, rankings/ratings, assessments,

course outcomes, evaluation/comments by students), and (vi) customizable permissions by

software providers to allows users to access and run their software offerings (remotely or locally)

for free or discounted price over a certain period of time (e.g., grant special permissions to users

in certain geographical regions or students enrolled in certain courses).

Social & professional networking among all user types software tool 4045 provides

features for social/professional networking among the users. There exist features and capabilities

designed and customized considering different usage scenarios of the disclosed system. The

tasks include: (i) search capabilities for screening or finding users based on their profile/history
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or commonality between educational profiles, (ii) networking among the participants of a course

or institution (e.g., students and the instructors), (iii) networking capability among student users

enrolled in similar courses offered by different institutions, and (iv) professional networking and

interaction based on profiles/histories and/or commonalities between educational profiles.

Payment and transaction processing between content consumer and content published

software tool 4050 provides transaction processing between content consumers such as student

users and content publishers such as instructor users, publishing companies, software vendors,

etc. This tool handles payment transactions among the participating users. A content consumer

ca be a student user, instructor user, etc. A content provider can be any user (student,

instructor), software vendor (e.g., offering access to software licenses or remote servers),

publishers (offering access to text books, book chapters). Payment scenarios supported includes

per-item charging, or flat-monthly charging.

Data statistics analysis, data-mining, and profiling tool 4055 analyzes all users' data for

different purposes to feed into different tools in the system. This includes (but not limited to): (i)

analyzing and categorizing users' profiles in terms of courses taken, technical expertise/skills,

grades/rankings, potential future interest i courses/technical-notes, network of linked users,

professional/educational trends of other users with common technical profiles, (ii) data-mining of

reviews, assessments, ratings of all materials and users by all other users to extract patterns and

trends, and (iii) data-mining of professional moves by users of similar background.

Employer job requirements matching to users' profiles and history software tool 4060

analyzes job requirements for job posting by potential employers against professional/technical

profiles of the users. The tool then helps with matching and forwarding the job requirements to

relevant users. This includes: (i) associating a job posting requirements with technical

backgrounds and expertise (e.g., courses taken, level of success in certain courses,

evaluations/assessments), (ii) associating a job posting requirements with level of success in

certain independent evaluation tests administered by the disclosed system, (iii) quantifying job

matching based on similarity/correlation of a user's technical/professional background against

that of some reference users, (iv) providing feedback to student users in their educational

direction by analyzing the trends in job requirements, (v) allowing potential employers to create

detailed job posting requirements based on courses taken, grades/rankings, assessments by

certain instructors, technical skills, and (vi) allowing employers to feedback to system their
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evaluations of their past hires through the disclosed system (level of satisfaction) to enable the

system to improve future matches or suggest candidates.

Per-user configurable access method and permissions to ru 3rd party software tool 4065

provides the platform to allow software vendors to offer their software tools to selected users to

either run the tool on user's computer or allow the user to run the tool on remote servers. This

includes: (i) offering software access for free to users enrolled in certain courses or instructors

offering certain courses, (ii) offering software access to users for limited time only for free or for

a discoimted low price, (iti) offering software access to users to only exercise a limited set of

runs and executions, (iv) linking software offerings to job posting requirements and allowing

users to exercise and to train for using software in connection to a job posting, and (v) allowing

software vendors to create courses on training for using subsets of their tools (along with final

exams, evaluations, mutual assessments).

. Examples of Databases

Figure 40 also shows several examples of databases utilized by some embodiments of

the invention. As shown, these databases include users databases 40 for student and instructor

functionalities, users databases 4015 for institution and grant administrator responsibilities, and

users databases 4020 for employer, developer, publisher, and advertiser functionalities. The

entire database is maintained by the system and is in some embodiments distributed

geographically for improved speed and security. For student users (or users with student roles),

the database stores all courses taken (al course material, course related communications, forums,

customizations, homework/project submissions, etc.). For instructor users, the database stores all

courses offered (material, homework, projects, course related communications, forums, received

returns from students). For institution /grant/admission users, the database stores all active/closed

links and communications, list of instructor and student users of relevance, and snapshots of

student/instructor data for ease of access.

The users do not need to maintain any local storage or copy for any of their data. All

intermediate data (unfinished project, documents, etc.) is uploaded to user's database under a

dedicated storage to that user and topic for future continuation or archiving at the end. The

database is partitioned into sub-sections allocated for different functionalities and purposes. Ail

databases are revision-controlled (the difference from timet to time2 stored and recorded) to

allow users to access older revisions (for different time stamps) for a particular piece of data.
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IV. ELECTRONIC SYSTEM

Figure 41 conceptually illustrates an electronic system 4100 with whic some

embodiments of the invention are implemented. The electronic system 4 00 may be a computer

(e.g., a desktop computer, personal computer, tablet computer server, etc.) phone, PDA, or any

other sort of electronic or computing device. Such an electronic system includes various types of

computer readable media and interfaces for various other types of computer readable media.

Electronic system 4100 in some embodiments includes a bus 4105, processing unit(s) 4 110, a

system memory 4120, a network 4125, a read-only memory 4130, a permanent storage device

4 35, input devices 4140, and output devices 4145.

In some embodiments, customized electronic systems and devices are offered by the

system (or offered by other vendors certified by the system) that allow free (or subsidized)

access to wireless broadband data (3G/LTE cellular, LAN WiFi) for as long as the electronic

device is accessing the disclosed educational system through a web interface or dedicated

application (e.g., iPad™ Application). Furthermore, parents or educational institutions can

subsidize or pay for the Internet connection as long as the data traffic is to/from the system.

The bus 4105 collectively represents all system, peripheral, and chipset buses that

communicatively connect the numerous internal devices of the electronic system 4100. For

instance, the bus 4105 communicatively connects the processing unit(s) 4 10 with the read-only

memory 4130, the system memory 4120, and the permanent storage device 4135.

From these various memor units, the processing unit(s) 4 10 retrieves instructions to

execute and data to process in order to execute the processes of the invention. The processing

unit(s) may be a single processor or a multi-core processor in different embodiments.

The read-only-memory (ROM) 4130 stores static data and instructions that are needed by

the processing unit(s) 10 and other modules of the electronic system. The permanent storage

device 4135, on the other hand, is a read-and-write memory device. This device is a non-volatile

memory unit that stores instructions and data even when the electronic system 4 00 is off. Some

embodiments of the invention use a mass-storage device (such as a magnetic or optical disk and

its corresponding disk drive) as the permanent storage device 4135.

Other embodiments use a removable storage device (such as a floppy disk, flash memory

device, etc., and its corresponding disk drive) as the permanent storage device. Like the

permanent storage device 4135, the system memory 4120 is a read-and-write memory device.
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However, unlike storage device 4135, the system memon' 4120 is a volatile read-and-write

memory, such a random access memory. The system memory 4120 stores some of the

instructions and data that the processor needs at runtime. In some embodiments, the invention's

processes are stored in the system memory 4120, the permanent storage device 4135, and/or the

read-only memory 4 30 For example, the various memon units include instructions for

processing multimedia clips in accordance with some embodiments. From these various memory

units, the processing unit(s) 4 0 retrieves instructions to execute and data to process in order to

execute the processes of some embodiments.

The bus 4105 also connects to the input and output devices 4140 and 4145. The input

devices 4 40 enable the user to communicate information and select commands to the electronic

system. The input devices 4140 include alphanumeric keyboards an pointing devices (also

called ''cursor control devices"), cameras (e.g., webcams), microphones or similar devices for

receiving voice commands, etc. The output devices 4145 display images generated by the

electronic system or otherwise output data. The output devices 4145 include printers and display

devices, such as cathode ray tubes (CRT) or liquid crystal displays (LCD), as well as speakers or

similar audio output devices. Some embodiments include devices such as a touchscreen that

function as both input and output devices.

Finally, as shown in Figure 41, bus 4105 also couples electronic system 4100 to a

network 4125 through a network adapter (not shown). n this manner, the computer can be a part

of a network of computers (such as a local area network ("LAN"), a wide area network

("WAN"), or an Intranet, or a network of networks, such as the Internet. Any or all components

of electronic system 4100 may be used in conjunction with the invention.

Many of the above-described features and applications are implemented as software

processes that are specified as a set of instructions recorded on a computer readable storage

medium (also referred to as computer readable medium, machine readable medium, machine

readable storage). When these mstructions are executed by one or more computational or

processing uriit(s) (e.g., one or more processors, cores of processors, or other processing units),

they cause the processing unit(s) to perform the actions indicated in the instructions. Examples of

computer readable media include, but are not limited to, CD-ROMs, flash drives, random access

memory (RAM) chips, hard drives, erasable programmable read only memories (EPROMs),

electrically erasable programmable read-only memories (EEPROMs), etc. The computer
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readable media does not include carrier waves and electronic signals passing wirelessly or over

wired connections .

n this specification, the term "software" is meant to include firmware residing in read

only memory or applications stored in magnetic storage which can be read into memory for

processing by a processor. Also, in some embodiments, multiple software inventions can be

implemented as sub-parts of a larger program while remaining distinct software inventions. In

some embodiments, multiple software inventions can also be implemented as separate programs.

Finally, any combination of separate programs that together implement a software invention

described here is within the scope of the invention. In some embodiments, the software

programs, when installed to operate on one or more electronic systems, define one or more

specific machine implementations that execute and perform the operations of the software

programs.

Some embodiments include electronic components, such as microprocessors, storage and

memory that store computer program instructions in a machine-readable or computer-readable

medium (alternatively referred to as computer-readable storage media, machine-readable media,

or machine-readable storage media). Some examples of such computer-readable media include

RAM, ROM, read-only compact discs (CD-ROM ), recordable compact discs (CD-R), rewritable

compact discs (CD-RW), read-only digital versatile discs (e.g., DVD-ROM, dual-layer DVD-

ROM), a variety of recordable/rewritable DVDs (e.g., DVD-RAM, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, etc.),

flash memory (e.g., SD cards, mini-SD cards, micro-SD cards, etc.), magnetic and/or solid state

hard drives, read-only and recordable Blu-Ray® discs, ultra density optical discs, a y other

optical or magnetic media, and floppy disks. The computer-readable media may store a computer

program that is executable by at least one processing unit and includes sets of instructions for

performing various operations. Examples of computer programs or computer code include

machine code, such as is produced by a compiler, and files including higher-level code that are

executed by a computer, an electronic component, or a microprocessor using an interpreter.

While the above discussion primarily refers to microprocessor or multi-core processors

that execute software, some embodiments are performed by one or more integrated circuits, such

as application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).

In some embodiments, such integrated circuits execute instructions that are stored on the circuit
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itself. In addition, some embodiments execute software stored in programmable logic devices

(PLDs), ROM, or RAM devices.

As used in this specification and any claims of this application, the terms "computer",

"server", "processor" and "memory" all refer to electronic or other technological devices. These

terms exclude people or groups of people. For the purposes of this specification, the terms

display or displaying means displaying on an electronic device. As used in this specification and

any claims of this application, the terms "computer readable medium," "computer readable

media," and "machine readable medium" are entirely restricted to tangible, physical objects that

store information in a form that is readable by a computer. These terms exclude any wireless

signals, wired download signals, and any other ephemeral signals.

While the invention has been described with reference to numerous specific details, one

of ordinary ski ll in the art will recognize that the invention can be embodied in other specific

forms without departing from the spirit of the invention. In addition, a number of the figures

(e.g., Figures 8, 16-22, 26-34, 37, and 39) conceptually illustrate processes. The specific

operations of these processes may not be performed in the exact order shown and described. The

specific operations may not be performed in one continuous series of operations, and different

specific operations may be performed in different embodiments. Furthermore, the process could

be implemented using several sub-processes, or as part of a larger macro process. In addition,

several different methods and techniques for analyzing data and providing specialized searches,

suggestions for linking the users, suggestions for buying, selling, and sharing educational

material, suggestions for joining or teaching courses, etc., are disclosed. For brevity, these

methods an techniques are not repeated in every process. Other methods and techniques for

providing access control and pricing are also disclosed. For brevity, these methods and

techniques are not repeated in every process. It would be obvious to a person of ordinary' skill in

the art that the same method and techniques disclosed in a one embodiment is also applicable to

other disclosed embodiments. Thus, one of ordinary skil in the art would understand that the

invention is not to be limited by the foregoing illustrative details, but rather is to be defined by

the appended claims.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method of providing content to users of an online learning system, the method

comprising:

providing a right to a first student registering in a course to access an item of

content used in the course along with future updates to the item of content;

providing a right to a second student registering in the course to access the item of

content as-is without future updates;

storing a cop of the content on the on line learning system as a snapshot of the

item of content at a time when the firs and second students were registered in the course;

receiving a set of updates for the item of content after the first and second

students graduate from the course;

storing the set of updates for the item of content;

receiving requests from the first and second students to access the item of content

after the first and second students graduate from the course;

providing access to the stored snapshot of the item of content and the set of

updates to the first student; and

providing access to the item of content without the set of updates to the second

student.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the rights to access the item of content for the

first and second students are provided based on contents of a set of profiles of the first and

second students stored in the online learning system.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the rights to access the item of content for each

of the first and second students are provided based on one of (i) a geographical location where

the student is located, (ii) institutional enrollment and affiliation status of the student, and (iii)

educa tional status of the student.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the rights to access the item of content for the

first and second students are provided based on a set of access rights set by an instructor of the

course when the first and second students registered in the course.
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5. The method of claim 1, wherein the right to access the item of content for the first

second student is provided when the first student purchased the item of content with the right to

access the future updates, wherein the right to access the item of content for the second second

student is provided when the second student purchased the item of content without the right to

access the future updates.

6. A method of providing content co-ownership in an online learning system, the

method comprising:

receiving a request to create a multi-owner educational content package from a

first user of the online learning system, the request comprising (i) a first set of content items to

add to the package, (ii) a set of access rights for users who purchase the package, and (iii) a set of

pricing rules for the package to (i) calculate a price for selling each copy of the package and (ii)

to share proceeds of package sale among co-owners of the package;

creating the educational content package comprising the received first set of

content;

receiving a request from second user of the online learning system to add a

second set of content to the package;

adding the second set of content to the package when the first user agrees to add

the second set of content to the package;

assigning the first and second users as the co-owners of the package;

selling a copy of the package to a third user of the online learning system by using

the pricing rules to charge for the package; and

providing access rights to the package to the third user based on the set of access

r ghts for users who purchase the package.

7. The method of claim 6 further comprising:

receiving requests from each user in a set of users of the online learning system to

add a content to the package;

when all co-owners of the package agree to ad the content correspond to a

particular user to the package:

(i) adding content corresponding to each particular user to the package;

and

(ii) assigning the particular user as a co-owner of the package.
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8. The method of claim 6 further comprising diving proceeds for selling the copy of

the package among the co-owners of the package based on pricing rules for the package to share

proceeds of package sale among co-owners of the package.

9. The method of claim 8 wherein the on pricing rules for the package to share

proceeds of package sale among co-owners of the package comprises one of dividing the

proceeds among the co-owners (i) proportional to ratings of individual co-owners, (ii)

proportional to a number of downloads of each set of content in the package, (iii) reviews of

purchasing users for each set of content in the package, and (iv) a proportion negotiated among

the co-owners of the content.

10. The method of claim 6, wherein pricing rules for the package to calculate a price

for selling each copy of the package comprises charging a purchasing user for the package based

on one of (i) a geographical location of the purchasing user, (ii) enrollment and institutional

affiliation status of the purchasing user, (iii) educational status of the purchasing user, (iv)

whether the purchasing user has already purchased a content item from one or more of the co-

owners of the package, and (v) o a number of copies of the package previously purchased by

the purchasing user.

. The method of claim 6 further comprising:

receiving, from the second user, a set of access rights for users who purchase the

package; and

modifying the access rights for users who purchase the package based on the set

of access rights received from the second user.

12. The method of claim 6 further comprising:

receiving, from the second user, a set of pricing rules for the package; and

modifying the set of pricing rules for the package based on the set of pricing rules

for the package received from the second user.

13. A non-transitory machine readable medium storing a program for sharing course

material among a plurality of instructors in an online learning system, the program executable by

at least one processing units the program comprising sets of instructions for:
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automatically searching for relevant course material for a first course taught by a

first instructor of the online learning system, the searching done based on similarity between the

first course and a set of other courses taught in the online learning system;

presenting a set of relevant course material items to the first instructor based on

the automatic searching;

receiving an identification of a course material item in the presented set of

relevant course material items from the first user to share for teaching the first course;

sending a request to an owner of the identified course material item to authorize

sharing of the identified course material item; and

allowing sharing of the material by the first instructor for teaching the first course

when an authorization for sharing the identified course material items is received from the

owner.

14. The non-transitory machine readable medium of claim 13, wherein the program

further comprises sets of instructions for:

receiving a request from the owner of the course material item for demonstrating

the ownership of the course material item while the course material item is being shared by the

first instructor; and

tagging the course material item to identify said owner as the owner of the course

material item while the item is being shared by the first instructor.

15. The non-transitory machine readable medium of claim 13, wherein the program

further comprises sets of instructions for:

receiving a set of access rights from the owner of the course material item; and

allowing access to the course material item based on the received access rights

while the course material item is being shared by the first instructor.

16. The non-transitory machine readable medium claim 13, wherein the program

further comprises sets of instructions for:

receiving a set of pricing rules for the course material item; and

selling the course material item for the first course based on the received pricing

rules.

17. A method of purchasing and assigning content in an online learning system, the

method comprising:
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receiving a identification of a set of content items from a first user of the online

system to add to a purchasing list of the first user;

adding the identified set of content items to the purchasing list of the first user;

receiving an authorization from the first user to share the purchasing list with a

second user of the online learning system;

receiving a request from the second user to purchase a content item in the set of

content items;

selling the content item to the second user;

receiving a request from the second user to assign the purchased content item to

the first user; and

assigning the purchased content item to the first user

8 The method of claim 1 further comprising:

charging the content based on a set of information in a profile of the second user

the information in the profile comprising at least one of (i) a geographical location

of the second user, (ii) an institutional affiliation status of the second user, (iii) an indication

whether the second user has already purchased an item an owner of the purchased course

material item, and (v) a number of copies of the course material item previously purchased by

the second user

19. The method of claim further comprising:

charging the content based on a set of information in a profi le of the first user,

the information in the profile comprising at least one of (i) a geographical location

of the first user (ii) an institutional affiliation status of the first user, (iii) an enrollment status of

the first user, (iv) an educational status of the first user, (v) an indication whether the first user

has already purchased an item an owner of the purchased course material item, and (v) number

of copies of the course material item previously purchased by the first user.

20. The method of claim , wherein the set of content items are a first set of content

items, the method further comprising:

receiving an identification of a second set of content items from the first user to

add to the purchasing list of the first user;

adding the second set of content items to the purchasing list of the first user; and
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receiving an authorization from the first user to share the purchasing list with a

third user of the online learning system without sharing the second set of content items with the

second user.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein the third user is an administrator of a first

institution affiliated with the first user, wherein the second user is an administrator of a second

institution affiliated with the first user.
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